
TOSHIBA MICROWAVE OVEN WITH SUPERHEATED STEAM OVEN 
For Household Appliances

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
ER-LD430C

●  Thank you for purching Toshiba microwave oven with superheated steam oven.
●  In order to use the product safely, please read and understand all the instructions manual, before using the unit.
●  After reading, please keep the instruction manual handy.
●  Please ensure you obtain the warranty card for this product.4MW5853901



＊The commonly used operation are listed above.
    For other details , refer to the “Contents”

 Earth connector（Page 6）
　　＊To prevent electric shock that may occur during failure or 
             short circuit.

 Colse the door（Page 10）

 Warming the empty oven（Page 22）
　　＊Since the oven will become hot, use after it cools down.

 Insert the plug

■Place the food directly in the oven , do not use square trays or gridiron.
              will be displayed in the display unit.

 Read「Safety Precaution」（Page 4～10）
　　＊Instruction to be strictly followed.1STEP

2STEP

3STEP

4STEP

5STEP

 　　 When        ～        are done1 5

Place directly 
without any 
accessories ！

Getting start！

Rice・Dish  reheat …………………… Page 24～27

Milk・Sake reheat …………………… Page 28～29

Vegetable boil ……………………… Page 28・30

Meat  defrost ………………………… Page 28・31

Fried food reheat …………………… Page 34・36

Let’s start cooking！Please read pages 18～21 before starting.

square tray gridiron

Microwave heating

Open the door to
turn the power.
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The instruction manual will show the following indications.

Functions・Features …………………………2〜3
Safety precaution …………………………… 4〜10
Parts name and functions
　Control panel・Energy saving ……………10〜11
　Body・Accessories …………………………12〜13

Heating machanism …………………………14〜15
Usable and unusable container ……………16〜17
How to use …………………………………18〜19
When using the microwave heating ………20〜21
Warming the empty oven・deodorize …………22

Buzzing sound notification
　How to cancel / return to original  …………51
How to clean
　Routine maintenance ……………………52〜53
　On spotting dirt and grime ……………………54
　When using steam ……………………………55

Frequently ask question …………………………56
If food is not as desired ……………………57〜60
If the following display occurs …………………61
Troubleshooting ……………………………62〜63
Specification …………………………… Rear cover

Automatic Menu Operation
Reheat
　Instruction How to use 「Reheat」 ………………23
　Basic operations of the reheat key …………24
　Tips for using 「Reheat」 skillfully ………25〜27
Touch menu
　Basic operations of the touch menu key ……28
　Tips for using 「Touch menu」
　　Beverage ……………………………………29
　　Boiled vegetable ……………………………30
　　Defrost ………………………………………31

Auto cooking menu
　Dial menu list ……………………………32〜33
　Basic operations of the dial menu ………34〜35
　Tips to use the dial menu effectively
　　Crispy reheating / Puffy bread / Steaming
　　 authentic chinese steamed buns …………36
　　Easy bakery …………………………………37

Manual Operation
Microwave ……………………………………38〜39
Desired temperature ………………………40〜41
Convection …………………………………42〜43
Fermentation ……………………………………44
Grill …………………………………………………45

Steamed / Microwave steam ……………………46
Proper Temperature Steam ……………………47
Superheated steam / Hybrid ………………48〜49
Manual heating timer reference table …………50

Operation 
steps

Changed condition 
after operation

Heating with steamDisplay
illuminate Flash

Contents
Preparation and Identification

Notice

How to cook

＊Refer to the separate cuisine booklet for recipes
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Microwave 
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with strong heat from the top
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For speedy grill 
at high heat.
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★soften ice-cream
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Retains the freshness of ingredients
using low temperature to cook.

One touch start！

Auto sensor 
heating

Adjust desirable 
temperature

Rotate the knob
Steam Microwave

Quick softening
Manual 
heating

Other…

※The heating procedure in the oven is illustrated with images

Microwave
Simple and easy to use

Oven

Superheated steam

plus

Superheated steam

Steam at high temperature
effectively surplus oil from
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High Temp.High Temp.＊1＊1
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Functions・Features
Before starting, Please read ｢Safety precaution」

（Page 4〜10）

Transfer pets or small animal to the other room 
for ventilation ！
●  Please move birds etc that 

are sensitive to smoke and 
smell to another room, and 
switch on the ventilator or 
open the window.

●  Especially during the first 
time, when burning off the 
oil inside the oven with 
empty grilling, smoke and smell may be released.

Breaking the shell and beat the egg well before 
heating ！
●  Do not cook eggs in there shell. Steam builds up inside the shell 

and the egg may explode under pressure. This may damage the 
oven.

●  The egg may also explode once taken out of the oven.

Do not heat the food like cream, yogurt etc. 
that have high fat content ！
●  Sudden increase in temperature will cause explosion which may 

cause burn injuries or damage.

Nuts like gingko nuts and fruits that contain 
shell like chestnut must be slices and 
punctured before use ！
●  If heated as it is, can damage the product, 

causing injuries or burns due to bursting.

Open the window Switch on the fan

Cooking with heater

Cooking with microwave

・ B r e a k i n g  t h e  e g g  i n  a 
container and beat it  well 
before heating it.

・Don't make boiled eggs.
・ Don't reheat boiled eggs.
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Safety precaution
●This product and instruction manual contain important safety information of the product to prevent danger to users 

and others as well as damage to properties . Understand the meaning of the following indications and symbols before 
reading the information. Make sure to observe the following safety precaution.

To be follow without fail

Do not disassemble or repair by 
yourself.
Risk of fire , electricshock and injuries.
For repair , please contact the shop where
purchased or Toshiba Service Center.

M a k e  s u r e  f o r  c o n n e c t  t h e 
microwave oven to an exclusive 
power supply of the related voltage.
Sharing power supply with other appliance 
or use of extension power cord, may cause 
fire and electric shock.

Do not use when the cord or the 
power plug is broken or loose.
It may cause fire and electric shock.

Do not
disassembly

PROHIBIT

Exclusive
power
supply

PROHIBIT

＊1： Severe injuries can mean to get blined, would, burnt(high and low temperature), electric shock, broken bones, and poison etc. 
Consequently.There may be some symptoms and you may need hospital treatment. Recovery may need extended.

＊2：Suffering injuries mean you get wounded. burnt and electric shock. However, you do not have to go to hospital for a long cure.
＊3：Damages to properties mean damage to the accommodations, properties, farmlands and pets etc.

Do not attemp to insert fingers or 
metal articles e.g. a pin or a wire into 
the hole of the air inlet/outlet and 
the water tank.
Risk of fire, electricshock and injuries. In
case foreign particles enter the inside of the
appliance, please disconnect the plug.Then
contact the shop where purchased or 
Toshiba Service Center.

Before use

Signal explanation

Indicating "When the product is used 
wrongly, it may lead to death and severe 
injuries＊1and occur in suddenly.

Indicating "When the product is used 
wrongly, it may lead to death and severe 
injuries＊1"

Indicating "When the product is used 
wrongly, it may lead to death and suffering 
injuries＊2or the product may cause damage 
to properties＊3"

Symbol explanation

PROHIBIT

indicates prohibit(must not do).
The details of the prohibition will be 
instructed by sentences or illustration 
nearby or in the symbol.

INDICATION

indicates mandatory(must do).
The details of the mandatory will be 
instructed by sentenses or illustration 
nearby or in the symbol.

WARNING

indicates caution.
The details of the caution will be 
instructed by sentenses or in the symbol.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

READ CAREFULLY AND KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
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PROHIBIT

Do not retract the power cord 
and plug tight and do not bend, 
pull, twist, pinch or put the heavy 
objects on both of them.
The cord may be damaged, then it may 
cause fire and electric shock.

Whip away the dust with dry cloth 
on the power plug and its prongs.
If it is dusty, it may cause fire.

PROHIBIT

Do not put the power cord or plug 
near the air outlet or any high 
temperature area.
It may cause fire and electric shock.

REMOVE
THE 

DUST

Before use （Continued）

Disconnect the power plug from 
the AC outlet when not in use for a 
long time.
It may cause electric leakage or fire due to 
the deterioration of the insulation.

Remove all packing materials before 
use.
If such materials are not removed , a spark
may occur during the operation. It may 
cause fire and burns.

The wrapping plastic pouches have 
to be kept at a place where it cannot 
be reached by children or must be 
discarded.
If they put the plastic over their heads, it may
lead to suffocation.

Installation

When unplugging, hold the plug 
and then pull it out.
If you pull on the power cord, the cord may 
be broken, cause fire and electric shock.

HOLD
THE PLUG
AND PULL

UNPACKING

Do not put flammable or non~heat resistance object near the appliance.
Spray cans etc. must be kept away.
It may cause fire or burns.
There is a risk of the spray can catching fire or bursting.
Do not place the appliance on a mat,carpet,tablecloth and the like or near a curtain. Do not place the
appliance near non~heat resistance furniture or walls. Otherwise, (Unless specify in this instruction 
manual) they may deform due the heat.

PROHIBIT

UNPLUGGING

PROHIBIT

Do not operate if the door are 
damaged.
If the door or door seals are damaged, the 
oven must not be operated until it has been 
repaired by a competent person.

Hazardous when carry out any service.
It is hazardous for anyone other than a 
competent person to carry out any service 
or repair operation that involves the removal 
of a cover which gives protection against 
exposure to microwave energy.

MICROWAVE
ENERGY
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Safety precaution
Installation（Continued）

Place the appliance away from wall.
It may overheat and lead to fire. 
There is an air outlet at the upper rearside of 
the appliance.

Place on a flat surface having sufficient strength. 
If the oven is placed on table with insufficient strength or on an inclined surface, the oven may 
fall down or tip over causing injuries. In addition, dew condensation may spill onto the floor.                                         
If the oven tips over or falls due to an earthquake etc, stop using the oven and request the dealer where 
you have purchased the oven for an inspection. Those want to purchase the fittings to prevent the 
falling or tipping over of the oven please contact the nearest dealer.

Place 
on a flat 
surface

SPACE
FROM
WALL distance

 （cm）side

top 20
0
0
open
0
0

left
right
front
rear
bottom

at least 20cm 
away from the top

〔Space distance reference〕

0cm

No safety
distance
required
from the rear 0cm

Do not use near fire and water sources or a steam vent.
It may cause fire, electricshock and current leakage.

PROHIBIT

・ Place the oven such that clearances are 
  maintained above those mentioned on the 
  right in case thermally sensitive walls, appliances, 
  furniture or electrical sockets are present.     
  In addition, electrical sockets must not be  
  located near the exhaust port, and ensure that  
  the oven is placed such that clearances are 
  above those mentioned on the right so that 
  there is no direct contact when dirt is a concern.

・ In case the rear is made of glass, maintain a gap 
   of more than 20cm as it may be crack due to the 
   difference in temperature.
  (Even if there is space, it may crack due to the 
  difference in temperature)

※ You can use the oven with a minimum clearance of 
10cm at the top if a minimum separation distance 
of 4.5cm is maintained on either left or right.

・  If the wall gets dirty or there is concern on the impact  
    due to steam released from the ventilation, paste an 
    aluminum foil on the wall to prevent the wall from
    getting dirty and to reduce the impact of steam.

ALWAYS
CONNECTED

EARTH

・Inspect the microwave regularly.If door leakage protector is broken, do not operate the microwave until a   
   proper repair by professional.

・Do not perform repair that need to uncover leakage protector without professional. Otherwise, it may cause a    
   severe injuries.

・Observe the microwave when operating with plastic or paper containers. It may cause fire.

Always use the power outlet with earth socket.

For safety, connect the power plug to power outlet with earth socket only.
Otherwise, it may cause electric shock.
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During operation

Do not open the door when the 
materials inside the appliance are 
burning.
Opening the door may cause excess heat 
and fire.

・ If food inside the oven catches fire, do the following.
① Keep the oven door closed and press "Cancel" 

button to stop the oven from operating.
②Unplug.
③ Keep all inflammable object away from the oven 

and wait till the fire subsides.
④ I f  f i r e o c c u r s a n d i t c a n n o t b e 

extinguished then use water or fire 
extinguisher to put off the fire.

・ Stop using the oven and contact your 
dealer for assiatance.

Do not unplug while the appliance is operating.
A spark may occur, may lead to fire or 
electric shock.

Only allow children to use the oven without 
supervistion when adequate instructions have been 
given so that the child is able to use the oven in a 
safe way and understands the hazards of improper 
use.
When the appliance is operated in the combination 
mode, children should only use the oven under 
adult supervis ion due to the temperatures 
generated.

Do not use the oven with any object
sandwiched between the door.
Spark may occur that can cause fire or injury.

Do not place any objects on the top 
of the appliance or cover it with a 
cloth.
If the appliance operate abnormally or
overheats, It may lead to fire.

Do not bang the square tray, glass 
door or oven chamber with heavy 
object.
It may damage the oven and cause injury.
When removing the dish or container from
the oven, ensure it does not bang against 
the glass door or oven chamber.
Scratch on the glass may cause the glass to
crack when the oven is in use.

In case of failure or abnormal situation, stop using immediately.
Fire or smoke may cause electric shock.

〈Oven Failure or Abnormal Situations〉
・ Power cord or plug is abnormally hot.
・ Abnormal sound or smell during use.
・ The oven does not turn off automatically.
・ occurance of spark or smoke.
・There is significant backlash and deformation of the  
   door.

・ You feel an electric shock when you touch the oven.

STOP
USING

ABNORMAL
OVEN

Excessive force or impact must not be applied to the door or the interiors of the oven
you must not hang or climb onto the door as there is risk of the door deforming 
causing leakage of the electromagnetic waves causing bodily injuries. In addition, 
the oven may rotate or fall down if you hang or climb onto the door causing injuries.

Do not cover the air inlet or outlet.
It may occur fire.

PROHIBIT

Not to be used for purposes other 
than cooking
It may cause burns, injuries, damages or fire due to 
overheating and malfunction. Do not heat clothes, 
towels, commercially available hot water bottle 
for oven heating, feeding bottle (disinfection bag), 
hand warmer and hot water bath warmer.

Beware of the oven door when open/
close, it might pinch your fingers.
It may cause burn injury.WARNING

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT

■ Unplug immediately, contact dealer for repair or service.
If smoke is observed, switch off or unplug the appliance and keep the door 
closed in order to stifle any flames.

Stirred and temptrature checked
The contents of feeding bottles and baby 
food jars shall be stirred or shaken and the 
temperature checked before consumption, 
in order to avoid burns.

BABY 
FOOD
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Safety precaution
Microwave heating

Do not use microwave to heat raw 
eggs/boiled eggs (with/without shell), 
sunny-side up.
Eggs in their shell and whole hard-boiled eggs should 
not be heated in microwave ovens since they may 
explode, even after microwave heating has ended. 
If heat up eggs, it might blow up and burn or hurt 
yourself. Or during taking eggs out from the oven, it 
might suddenly blow up.

Food in cans, bottles, bags, sterilized pack, 
vacuum packs should bechanged to another 
container before cooking.
It might cause fire・explosion・product damage, burn 
injury from fire or hot water. Furthermore,  subinstance for 
food preservation and freshness (deoxidizer) should be 
removed before heating up.

PROHIBIT

After taking food or food container out 
from the oven, remove its wrap carefully.
Because of the increased 
temperature, there will 
be a jet of steam from 
the food when its wrap 
is removed. It may cause 
burns.

Containers such as square tray, grill, aluminum foil, metal container, iron skewers, metal strings, aluminum 
tape and aluminum, subject to surface treatment with metals must not be used.
There will be spark affecting the glass tray or the glass window screen to break.It may cause injuries.

Do not heat foods under 100 grams with 
automenu function.
The appliance can not detect the exact temperature 
of food. The food may overheat and cause fire.
・Please heat the food with manual setting and 
    monitor the process.

Do not give to much heat to beverage 
and food with oil or fat.
 During taking out from the oven they will 
overheat and burn your hand. In addition, if 
put food in form of powder i.e instant coffee 
etc., into liquid they might suddenly blow out.

Remove the lids and stoppers of 
sealed containers.
Food with skin or shell (Squid, chestnut, ginkgo, 
etc) can burst causing cracks or 
breakage leading to the damage of 
the product, injuries or burns.

REMOVE 
LID

When baby food and nursing food are warmed,
after mixing, temperature has to be confirmed  
when heating is completed. 
It might have a danger of burn. 

Do not operate the oven empty.
 The oven may overheat and high temperature 
inside may cause burn injuries.
 During long time heating or small quantity 
heating, the interior of the oven will become 
hot, therefore in such cases do not touch 
the interiors of the oven immediately after 
completion as it can result in burns.

Do not overheat the food.
 Pressing to much heat may cause smoke and ignition.
・ For manual cooking, refer to instructions on 

page 50 for guidance and watch carefully 
when the food is heated up.

・ In case of heating automatically, follow the 
information provided in the instruction manual for 
the quantity, containers and wrapping methods.

Bumping

Do not heat seals containers in oven 
that use infrared sensor mode.
It is difficult to detect high temperature that 
builds up and the food may overheat. That may 
cause fire and container may be crack or broken.
・Remove the lid of container before heating.

・ Crack the egg open and beat the 
contents before heating .

・ Reheat boil eggs is also prohibited.

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT
PROHIBIT

Microwave heating of beverages can result
in delayed eruptive boiling, therefore care
must be taken when handling the container.

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT

●Liquid, beverage : coffee, milk, soy milk, water, yokurt etc.,
●Food with oil or high fat: fresh cream, butter etc.,
・ Beverage should not be heated up with the button 「Reheat」 Milk,  
    liqueur etc should be heated up with the button 「Beverage」・Coffee,  
    water etc  should be heated up by Manual and set timer as mentioned 
    on page 50

・ If pressing too much heat, should leave in the oven for a while to cool  
    down before move it out.

・ For quantity・containers・How to place in the oven 
   etc. should comply with the instruction.

・ Stir any beverage well before  heating.

Liquids and other foods must not be heated 
in sealed containers since they are liable to 
explode.

REMOVE 
PACKAGEING

When heating food in plastic or paper containers
, keep an eye on the oven due to the possibility 
of ignition.
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During or after reheating food with 
the heater or steam, do not touch the 
hot parts (chamber, door and body) 
and the tray.
High temperature may cause burns.
・ Use the glove to handle the dish and oven
accessories.

・Waiting for the water from water outlet to
cool down before throwing it away.

When the heater is in operation, 
transfer any pets or small birds to 
a well ventilated room as they are 
susceptible to smoke and different 
odors.
Open the window and switch on the 
fan for ventilation.
Especially during the first time, when burning off 
the oil inside the oven with empty grilling and 
deodorization, smoke and smell may be released.

DO NOT 
TOUCH

Do not pour cold water in the square 
tray, inside the oven or on the glass 
door durin or after steam cooking for 
cooling the oven.
It may cause injuries due to cracked and may
cause deformation. The hot steam may also
cause burns.

Do not use appliance when the water 
tank is broken.
If the water tank is cracked, do not use the
appliance. 
Contact the shop where purchased.

During or just after steam cooking, 
be careful residual steam.
I t  m a y c a u s e b u r n s ,  i f  p l a c i n g h a n d 
immediately after opening the door.Residual 
steam may still be released from the outlet.

During or just after steam cooking, do 
not touch the steam nozzle at the left 
side of the chamber.
It may cause burns.

Change water inside the water tank 
everytime.
Be sure to change the water inside 
the water tank everytime.
・ After using,drain the remaining water inside  
   the water tank completely, to prevent  
   growth of mould and bacteria.

・ Since the oven will be hot, wait till the oven 
   cools down, then remove the water from 
   the water tray and clean with water.

PROHIBIT
ON COLD 

WATER

BE
CAREFUL

OF STEAM

TRANSFER 
SMALL PETS 

TO WELL 
VENTILATED 

ROOM

Do not use torn or wet gloves.
If you use wet, torn or oily gloves.It may
cause burns due to high temperature.

Heater and Steam heating

Open the window Switch on the fan

This position
is also hot.

During or just after steam cooking , 
keep your face and others away from 
the door.
During or just after cooking by steam, please
be careful the steam when open the door , it
may cause burns.Remove food from the oven
carefully.

PROHIBIT PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT

PROHIBIT
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(2)

(1)

Displays the automatic menu number, accessories used, 
temperature or duration.

Control panel & display
The progress of cooking and the 
completion of cooking will  be 
notified by illumination.
・Lights UP in stages based on the 
progress of cooking.

Automatic menu is displayed with illumination (backlight) 
・When the automatic menu is selected, the relevant category 
    lights UP
・When "0" is displayed in the display unit, the light will 
    continue to be ON for one minute even if the door is closed.

Automatic menu＊

Displayed when microwave cooking (includes 
microwave heating as a part of the process) is 
selected and flashes during the cooking process.

Illumination guide

Notification sign
The in use notification will be displayed with an illumination.
・NO WRAP：(Wrapping not necessary) Lights UP when cooking is 
                             possible without wrapping. However, wrap frozen food 
                             and thick foods before heating.
・WATER　：(Water supply) Lights UP when steam is used for  
                          cooking and flashes when there is no water during 
                          cooking.
・METAL　： Lights UP when metal containers and accessories etc     
                         are not to be used in cases such as microwave  
                         cooking etc.
・MANUAL　：(Manual microwave operation) Lights UP when 
                                      manual microwave heating operation (600W, 500W, 200W,  
                                      100W, 1000W and stewing) is possible during cooling after  
                                      cooking.
・eco： (Eco mode) Lights UP during menu 3 "2 DISHES", if there is a 
                    possibility to reduce power consumption using infra-red sensor 
                    to detect the temperature of the food, compared to cooking 
                    each food item separately.

Time and temperature selection can be adjusted 
depending on the menu. （page 38～49）

Touch menu key＊

Manual cooking key＊

Cancel key
Used to cancel the operations or settings, or to 
stop the cooking.
　・When checking in the middle, the door can 
be opened without pressing the key.  
(restarts once the door is closed and start is 
pressed)

Common dial for "REHEAT" and "START"

DECREASES ← → INCREASES

3 2 1 1 2 3STANDARD

It is the menu that is not necessary to set time and 
temperature.（page 27～31）
・The menu will change with each touch.

beverage：beverage（milk）←→beverage（sake）
boiled vegetable：（leaf）←→（root）
defrost：partial→whole→sashimi

steam reheat：will not change.

Automatic menu  : The menu (12～49) is selected by rotating the dial 
・Time  : If rotated to the right becomes longer and if rotated to the left becomes shorter Can be increased or decreased 
                 during cooking.
・Temperature  : Increases by 10℃ when rotated to the right and decreases by 10℃ when rotated to the left . 

       In case of moderate temperature steam, increases by 5℃ when rotated to the right and decreases by 5  
       ℃ when rotated to the left . Can be increased or decreased during cooking. 
       The preferred temperature can be increased or decreased only during the setting and increases by 5℃ 
       when rotated to the right and decreases by 5℃ when rotated to the left . 

・Finishing  : Can be set up to 15 seconds once cooking has started in case of automatic cooking. 
                        Rotate right for [INCREASES] and rotate left for [DECREASES]. 
                        For "DISH" available up to [INCREASES 4].

●Used for selecting the automatic menu or setting the time and temperature during heating (pages 23～36) the rice or  
     food, or when starting the cooking.
　・Press  :  Heating rice or food * Start cooking * Select automatic menu

  →"REHEAT" key will not work if 1 minute has passed after the door has been opened or closed. "DOOR" will be  
      displayed press "REHEAT" key after opening and closing the door once again.
 ＊If the key is pressed heating will start at once.

　・Rotation  : Setting for time, temperature and finishing control

＊The touch menu key and manual cooking key will not operate 
     when touched with finger nails. Operate by touching with fingers.

10

Parts name
and Functions

Auto power off
Energy saving

This is a function which will automatically shut off the power when 
the machine is not used.
■  If the door is not opened or closed for more than 5 minutes in the 

state where "0" is displayed in the display unit, then the power 
supply is switched OFF.

     The light of the display unit is switched OFF if there are no      
     operations performed in between for 1 minute.
      ・ The power supply will not be switched OFF when "HIGH TEMP"  
          is displayed.
■  The power supply will be switched ON if the door is opened. ("0" will be 

displayed in the display unit) The power supply will not switch ON by just 
inserting the power plug.

・ It is advisable,when cooking food which is easily
carboniferious such as fish, or cooking food with the
heater causing the wall dirty, to place the appliance in 
an open space.
The oven has to be placed at a minimum 
distance of 3m from TV, radio and wireless 
equipment (wireless LAN).
To avoid picture and sound interference, put the appliance in 
area with low sensitivity to signal reception, and far enough 
away to eleminate any noise interference.
Place the appliance away from heat or 
steam.
Keep the body and the control panel away from steam 
of the kettle or the hotpot.
Points to be noted when shifting the unit.
The handle and the rear lower end of the oven has to 
be held properly and shifted.

INSTRUCTION

Safety precaution

Unplug before maintenance.
Otherwise, it may cause electricshock,
injuries or burns.UNPLUG

Cleaning and maintenance

Do not unplug with wet hand.
It may cause electric shock.

PROHIBIT ON
WET HAND

To clean the body, unplug after 
body cools off.
Otherwise, It may cause electricshock 
or burns.

Do not operate the appliance if it is dirty 
with food or soup spills.
It may cause corrosion,smoke,flame etc. In 
case of such dirt,clean throughly after the 
appliance cools off.
The oven should be cleaned regularly and 
any food deposits removed.
Failure to maintain the oven in a clean 
condition could lead to deterioration of 
the surface that could adversely affect the 
life of the appliance and possibly result in a 
hazardous situation.

PROHIBIT

To clean steam system,keep the 
door closed.
Steam can be released, during water
draining as steam cooking.It may cause
burns.

UNPLUG AFTER 
COOLS OFF



＊For automatic menus, there are [Touch menu] and [Dial menu]（12〜49）.
　As the menu number are displayed on the control panel, the oven may be used for cooking by pressing the 
    appropriate menu number.
　

(2)

(1)

Displays the automatic menu number, accessories used, 
temperature or duration.

Control panel & display
The progress of cooking and the 
completion of cooking will  be 
notified by illumination.
・Lights UP in stages based on the 
progress of cooking.

Automatic menu is displayed with illumination (backlight) 
・When the automatic menu is selected, the relevant category 
    lights UP
・When "0" is displayed in the display unit, the light will 
    continue to be ON for one minute even if the door is closed.

Automatic menu＊

Displayed when microwave cooking (includes 
microwave heating as a part of the process) is 
selected and flashes during the cooking process.

Illumination guide

Notification sign
The in use notification will be displayed with an illumination.
・NO WRAP：(Wrapping not necessary) Lights UP when cooking is 
                             possible without wrapping. However, wrap frozen food 
                             and thick foods before heating.
・WATER　：(Water supply) Lights UP when steam is used for  
                          cooking and flashes when there is no water during 
                          cooking.
・METAL　： Lights UP when metal containers and accessories etc     
                         are not to be used in cases such as microwave  
                         cooking etc.
・MANUAL　：(Manual microwave operation) Lights UP when 
                                      manual microwave heating operation (600W, 500W, 200W,  
                                      100W, 1000W and stewing) is possible during cooling after  
                                      cooking.
・eco： (Eco mode) Lights UP during menu 3 "2 DISHES", if there is a 
                    possibility to reduce power consumption using infra-red sensor 
                    to detect the temperature of the food, compared to cooking 
                    each food item separately.

Time and temperature selection can be adjusted 
depending on the menu. （page 38～49）

Touch menu key＊

Manual cooking key＊

Cancel key
Used to cancel the operations or settings, or to 
stop the cooking.
　・When checking in the middle, the door can 
be opened without pressing the key.  
(restarts once the door is closed and start is 
pressed)

Common dial for "REHEAT" and "START"

DECREASES ← → INCREASES

3 2 1 1 2 3STANDARD

It is the menu that is not necessary to set time and 
temperature.（page 27～31）
・The menu will change with each touch.

beverage：beverage（milk）←→beverage（sake）
boiled vegetable：（leaf）←→（root）
defrost：partial→whole→sashimi

steam reheat：will not change.

Automatic menu  : The menu (12～49) is selected by rotating the dial 
・Time  : If rotated to the right becomes longer and if rotated to the left becomes shorter Can be increased or decreased 
                 during cooking.
・Temperature  : Increases by 10℃ when rotated to the right and decreases by 10℃ when rotated to the left . 

       In case of moderate temperature steam, increases by 5℃ when rotated to the right and decreases by 5  
       ℃ when rotated to the left . Can be increased or decreased during cooking. 
       The preferred temperature can be increased or decreased only during the setting and increases by 5℃ 
       when rotated to the right and decreases by 5℃ when rotated to the left . 

・Finishing  : Can be set up to 15 seconds once cooking has started in case of automatic cooking. 
                        Rotate right for [INCREASES] and rotate left for [DECREASES]. 
                        For "DISH" available up to [INCREASES 4].

●Used for selecting the automatic menu or setting the time and temperature during heating (pages 23～36) the rice or  
     food, or when starting the cooking.
　・Press  :  Heating rice or food * Start cooking * Select automatic menu

  →"REHEAT" key will not work if 1 minute has passed after the door has been opened or closed. "DOOR" will be  
      displayed press "REHEAT" key after opening and closing the door once again.
 ＊If the key is pressed heating will start at once.

　・Rotation  : Setting for time, temperature and finishing control

＊The touch menu key and manual cooking key will not operate 
     when touched with finger nails. Operate by touching with fingers.
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Parts name and Functions（Continued）

Body

［Front］

Cavity

Cabinet

Safety precaution
label

Name plate

Rack（upper・lower）

Air dust

Water Tank 1 piece

Drain Tray 1 piece

Stores the water required for steam cooking.
Available as an accessories even it it not required.

Used for collect water droplets due to condensation.
Available as an accessories even it it not required.

Air inlet（bottom）

Use correctly after reading page 13 for the information 
on the usage method and setting in the main body.Square Tray 2 pieces

Gridiron 1 piece

・Used for steam, moderate temperature steam, oven, grill 
cooking and fermentation etc.
※If　　   is displyed in the screen, that  means a square 
tray cannot be used.

【Such as fermentation of Easy bakery 】

・Used by placing on a square tray for steam, moderate 
temperature steam, oven, grill cooking, and crisp and dry 
heating etc.
※If　　  is displyed in the screen, that  means a gridiron 
cannot be used.

Accessories Water tank・Drain tray

Upper heater

Hot air heater
（Oven interior）

Door

Steam heater
Steam nozzles

Wipe off any dirt inside the oven immediately.

※"Upper heater", "Hot air heater" and "Steam heater" are positioned behind the walls of the interior of the oven 
 and cannot be seen.

Door packing

Ensure that objects do not strike
 the safety switch detector projection. 
If this projection is damaged, 
the appliance may not operate properly.

Interior lamp
Lights UP when cooking or 
preheating is in progress.

Operation of each accessory
with its function.
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Notice
・ When using the steam menu for the first time or when dirt accumulates due to prolonged non~usage, refer to page 
   54 for "How to clean with steam system".

・ Ensure that the water tank and drain tray is always clean.
・ Fill the water supply cassette with new water for each usage.
・ Use tap water for steam menu. Do not use mineral water,well water or alkaline ionized water. The steam outlet may 
   clog after prolong use.

・ Before cooking, ensure that water tank is filled with sufficient water and both the tank and tray are fitted properly. 
   If the water is too little or if the tank is inserted half way, an error message is displayed and the food will not be 
   cooked properly.

・ Do not fill the water tank with liquid other than water as it may cause damage.
・ Care should be taken to ensure that the water is not at a temperature lower than 5℃ . Water will freeze and steam 
   will not come out.

仮

Water will be collected in 
this portion

［Front］

Front panel

Power plug

Handle

Power cord

Control panel／Display

・Check if the setting is correct before cooking
・As it holds water accumulated during steam  
  cooking, care should be taken when puling  
  out the tray.
・Remove the water each time, afterthe steam 
  has been used.
・Take care so that your fingers do not get 
  caught while fixing

A container that stores water droplet from 
steam cooking.
and condensed water accumulated in the oven.
Available as an additional accessories even if 
cooking is not use.

■Inserting and removing

When cooking using steam, the cap is opened 
and set by filling tap water up to the line of full 
level.

・Ensure that the cap and tank cover is closed  
  properly.
・Push th water tank inside till it latches perfectl
・If it is connect wrongly, it may cause leakage 
  and a shortage of steam.
・Take care so that your fingers do not get 
  caught while fixing.

■Inserting and removing

■How to add water

Water tank
A container for stores water required for steam 
cooking. Available as an accessories even if 
steam cooking is not used. At a capacity of 
approx 450 cc, approx 25 mins of steam cooking 
and approx 60 mins of superheated steam 
cooking is possible.

［Filled with water］

cap

tank cover
※Lid is also removedTill here

Drain tray

When using steam mode steam ,refer to page 55 for about cleaning.
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Heating mechanism

・Friction is produced                
    generating heat. 
    The food gets heated 
    umiformly inside and 
    outside.

●The time should be balanced with 
the quantity of food.If the quantity 
of food is doubled, the cooking 
time should be almost doubled as 
well.

●The time taken is low as the moisture 
is absorbed and the food becomes 
dry. Preset the time to a shorter 
durartion and observe the food when 
getting cooked.

●Place the food directly in the oven.

Heating mode Heating mechanism Heating point

M
icr
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av
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radio waves that passes
through the food

■Nature of radio wave

●H e a t i n g  a t  a  d e s i r e d  fi n a l  
temperature that range -10 to 90℃.
Baby food is cooked according to 
desired consistency of cream.
●Refer to page 41 to preset the oven 
to desired final temperature.
●Timing is not set in order to heat till 
the finishing temperature.

Heats according to the final
preset temperature.

Absorbed by 
food and 
moisture content

Food in ceramic 
is not cook 
completely as the 
radio reflected
by the container
Metal containers, 
aluminum retort 
packs will reflect 
and cannot be 
used for heating.

Oven 
accessories
such as
square tray 
and gridiron 
can not be
used due to
spark and 
fire.

Combine in 
accordance to 
the separate 
cuisine booklet.Square tray

Gridiron

Microwave

Desired
Temperature

●The final temperature 
of the food is detected 
by the Infrared sensors.

T h e  c omb i n a t i o n  o f  
superheated steam and 
heater and fan hekp to cook 
food evenly.

●Food positioning. 
   Some food increase in size after 
cooking. Place food items properly.

●Heating time
    Observe the condition of food and 
adjust time as well.If the chamber 
still hot. may be repeated heating, 
set a shorter time and observe the 
condition of food.

●During heating
    Do not open and close the door 
frequently. The temperature inside 
will decrease.

●Not perfect baked
     During heating, rotate food or wrap 
the cooked part with aluminium 
foil.

●After cooking
    Take out the food immediately after 
cooking to prevent overcooking.

Heating mode Heating mechanism Heating point

He
at
er
 h
ea
tin
g

Square tray

Square tray

Gridiron

● T o  e n s u r e  e v e n  c o o k i n g  
throughout. Turn the food over 
halfway during cooking.

●In order to prevent the food from 
getting burnt after heating, remove 
the food from the grill immediately.

Grill

Superheated
steam

Convection

Hybrid

Gridiron

Square trayFermentation

Gridiron

Hybrid…
●Use superheated steam 
and heater to cook food.
●It is an effective way to 
cook healthy and tasty 
f ood  a s  i t  r emove s  
excess oil from food.

Superheated steam…
●Steam is heated at high 
temperature greater than 
100℃ to produce gas . Food 
gets cooked quickly.
●It is an effective way to 
cook healthy cook as it  
remove excess oil  from 
food.

Oven…
●Heating by heater and 
cooks food effectively.

High heat from the heater at 
the top of the oven is used for 
grill and brown the food.

Combination of heater 
and fan is used to cook 
d i sh  a t  a  cont ro l led  
temperature.

●Steaming is also used
sometimes.

●For make bread.

Usable accessories
Unusable accessories

Usable accessories
Unusable accessories

●Can use square tray and 
gridiron.

Square tray

Gridiron

Microwave
steam Use microwave and steam for cooking.

Steamed

Use steam for cooking

Proper
temperature
steam

Only steam is used.
Microwave is not used（ ）
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・Friction is produced                
    generating heat. 
    The food gets heated 
    umiformly inside and 
    outside.

●The time should be balanced with 
the quantity of food.If the quantity 
of food is doubled, the cooking 
time should be almost doubled as 
well.

●The time taken is low as the moisture 
is absorbed and the food becomes 
dry. Preset the time to a shorter 
durartion and observe the food when 
getting cooked.

●Place the food directly in the oven.

Heating mode Heating mechanism Heating point
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radio waves that passes
through the food

■Nature of radio wave

●H e a t i n g  a t  a  d e s i r e d  fi n a l  
temperature that range -10 to 90℃.
Baby food is cooked according to 
desired consistency of cream.
●Refer to page 41 to preset the oven 
to desired final temperature.
●Timing is not set in order to heat till 
the finishing temperature.

Heats according to the final
preset temperature.

Absorbed by 
food and 
moisture content

Food in ceramic 
is not cook 
completely as the 
radio reflected
by the container
Metal containers, 
aluminum retort 
packs will reflect 
and cannot be 
used for heating.

Oven 
accessories
such as
square tray 
and gridiron 
can not be
used due to
spark and 
fire.

Combine in 
accordance to 
the separate 
cuisine booklet.Square tray

Gridiron

Microwave

Desired
Temperature

●The final temperature 
of the food is detected 
by the Infrared sensors.

T h e  c omb i n a t i o n  o f  
superheated steam and 
heater and fan hekp to cook 
food evenly.

●Food positioning. 
   Some food increase in size after 
cooking. Place food items properly.

●Heating time
    Observe the condition of food and 
adjust time as well.If the chamber 
still hot. may be repeated heating, 
set a shorter time and observe the 
condition of food.

●During heating
    Do not open and close the door 
frequently. The temperature inside 
will decrease.

●Not perfect baked
     During heating, rotate food or wrap 
the cooked part with aluminium 
foil.

●After cooking
    Take out the food immediately after 
cooking to prevent overcooking.

Heating mode Heating mechanism Heating point

He
at
er
 h
ea
tin
g

Square tray

Square tray

Gridiron

● T o  e n s u r e  e v e n  c o o k i n g  
throughout. Turn the food over 
halfway during cooking.

●In order to prevent the food from 
getting burnt after heating, remove 
the food from the grill immediately.

Grill

Superheated
steam

Convection

Hybrid

Gridiron

Square trayFermentation

Gridiron

Hybrid…
●Use superheated steam 
and heater to cook food.
●It is an effective way to 
cook healthy and tasty 
f ood  a s  i t  r emove s  
excess oil from food.

Superheated steam…
●Steam is heated at high 
temperature greater than 
100℃ to produce gas . Food 
gets cooked quickly.
●It is an effective way to 
cook healthy cook as it  
remove excess oil  from 
food.

Oven…
●Heating by heater and 
cooks food effectively.

High heat from the heater at 
the top of the oven is used for 
grill and brown the food.

Combination of heater 
and fan is used to cook 
d i sh  a t  a  cont ro l led  
temperature.

●Steaming is also used
sometimes.

●For make bread.

Usable accessories
Unusable accessories

Usable accessories
Unusable accessories

●Can use square tray and 
gridiron.

Square tray

Gridiron

Microwave
steam Use microwave and steam for cooking.

Steamed

Use steam for cooking

Proper
temperature
steam

Only steam is used.
Microwave is not used（ ）
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Usable and unusable containers
Types of heating Containers that can be used AccessoriesContainers that can not be used

Superheated steam

Convection

Fermentation

Grill

Microwave

Steam

Square tray・Gridiron

Unusable

●Not used due to 
sparking.

●However, the following containers cannot be 
used. 
･ Containers with gold and silver (Sparking)
･ Containers with painting (painting will peel      
    off)

●there are some containers that get heated with 
the radio waves. Take care and avoid burns.

●Specially, in case of wire mesh and 
skewers there will be sparking.

●However,  is  used partially for raw 
de f r o s t i ng  (m i c r owave )  U se  i n  
a c co rdance  to  the  i n fo rma t ion  
contained in this booklet. Liquor cans: 
Page 29, raw defrosting : Page 31

●They deform or break due to melting.
●Plastics such polyethylene, styrene, 
phenol, melamine and urea cannot be 
used.

Square tray・Gridiron

Usable

Pottery・Porcelain

●If the container is cooled immediatly after being 
heated, it may break.

●Remove the lid for auto cooking menu function.

Heat resistant glass

●If the container is cooled immediatly
    after being heated, it may break.

Heat resistant glass
Plastic containers and wraps

●However,  containers  with plast ic  
handles are not to be used as such 
handles will melt.

●Can not be used for a part of the menu.

●However, the following items cannot be used. 
･ Food with high content of oils and fats or  
    sugar (becomes very hot)
･ Sealed containers
･ Lids vulnerable to heat
･ Containers not marked with "Microwave oven 
    use"

●Remove the lid for the auto cooking menu
    function.

Aluminium and metal
containers such as 
metal rack and 
screwer, etc.

Aluminium Foil
●Cut glass or toughened glasses 
cannot be used.

●Crystal or hardened containers 
of  dif ferent thickness or  i f  
distorted are unusable.

Glass that are not heat 
resistant

Wood・Bamboo・Paper

●May result in sparks or burning.
●However ,  i n  case  o f  easy  
baking, paper subjected to 
heat treatment or oven sheet 
can be used.

Lacquerware

●There is risk of the painting 
peeling off or getting cracked.

Metal containers, wire mesh 
and skewers of 
aluminum and 
enamel etc.

●It may be used for cover square tray or 
under  the food burning or  when 
grilling.

●Can not be used for a part of the menu.

Aluminium Foil

●Can be used only for oven and fermentation. 
(Superheated steam cannot be used with grill)Silicon container

Plastic containers that are 
heat resistant up to a 
minimum temperature of 
140℃.

●It is unusable for very fatty food, because 
such food reach a high temperature.

●Polyethylene plastic wrap is unusable, 
because it will melt and may catch fire.

Wrapping with minimum 
resistance 
temperature of 
140℃.

Plastic containers and wraps 
that are heat resistant up to a 
maximum temperature of 
140℃

●They deform or break due to melting.

Ceramic and porcelain

●Heat resistance pottery such as a 
cooking pan, gratin dush, etc., is usable.

※The temperature of the oven is set to 《resistance temperature of the 
container - 30℃》, do not place silicon containers at the rear end of the 
oven chamber. 
(Example of preset temperature: In case the heat resistance temperature of 
the container is 200℃ → Preset temperature must be below 170℃）

・Will get heated to a higher temperature if kept near the air outlet of the 
hot air heater (inner rear end).
    The silicon container may deform if kept at the inner rear end.
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Types of heating Containers that can be used AccessoriesContainers that can not be used

Superheated steam

Convection

Fermentation

Grill

Microwave

Steam

Square tray・Gridiron

Unusable

●Not used due to 
sparking.

●However, the following containers cannot be 
used. 
･ Containers with gold and silver (Sparking)
･ Containers with painting (painting will peel      
    off)

●there are some containers that get heated with 
the radio waves. Take care and avoid burns.

●Specially, in case of wire mesh and 
skewers there will be sparking.

●However,  is  used partially for raw 
de f r o s t i ng  (m i c r owave )  U se  i n  
a c co rdance  to  the  i n fo rma t ion  
contained in this booklet. Liquor cans: 
Page 29, raw defrosting : Page 31

●They deform or break due to melting.
●Plastics such polyethylene, styrene, 
phenol, melamine and urea cannot be 
used.

Square tray・Gridiron

Usable

Pottery・Porcelain

●If the container is cooled immediatly after being 
heated, it may break.

●Remove the lid for auto cooking menu function.

Heat resistant glass

●If the container is cooled immediatly
    after being heated, it may break.

Heat resistant glass
Plastic containers and wraps

●However,  containers  with plast ic  
handles are not to be used as such 
handles will melt.

●Can not be used for a part of the menu.

●However, the following items cannot be used. 
･ Food with high content of oils and fats or  
    sugar (becomes very hot)
･ Sealed containers
･ Lids vulnerable to heat
･ Containers not marked with "Microwave oven 
    use"

●Remove the lid for the auto cooking menu
    function.

Aluminium and metal
containers such as 
metal rack and 
screwer, etc.

Aluminium Foil
●Cut glass or toughened glasses 
cannot be used.

●Crystal or hardened containers 
of  dif ferent thickness or  i f  
distorted are unusable.

Glass that are not heat 
resistant

Wood・Bamboo・Paper

●May result in sparks or burning.
●However ,  i n  case  o f  easy  
baking, paper subjected to 
heat treatment or oven sheet 
can be used.

Lacquerware

●There is risk of the painting 
peeling off or getting cracked.

Metal containers, wire mesh 
and skewers of 
aluminum and 
enamel etc.

●It may be used for cover square tray or 
under  the food burning or  when 
grilling.

●Can not be used for a part of the menu.

Aluminium Foil

●Can be used only for oven and fermentation. 
(Superheated steam cannot be used with grill)Silicon container

Plastic containers that are 
heat resistant up to a 
minimum temperature of 
140℃.

●It is unusable for very fatty food, because 
such food reach a high temperature.

●Polyethylene plastic wrap is unusable, 
because it will melt and may catch fire.

Wrapping with minimum 
resistance 
temperature of 
140℃.

Plastic containers and wraps 
that are heat resistant up to a 
maximum temperature of 
140℃

●They deform or break due to melting.

Ceramic and porcelain

●Heat resistance pottery such as a 
cooking pan, gratin dush, etc., is usable.

※The temperature of the oven is set to 《resistance temperature of the 
container - 30℃》, do not place silicon containers at the rear end of the 
oven chamber. 
(Example of preset temperature: In case the heat resistance temperature of 
the container is 200℃ → Preset temperature must be below 170℃）

・Will get heated to a higher temperature if kept near the air outlet of the 
hot air heater (inner rear end).
    The silicon container may deform if kept at the inner rear end.

Notice For the way to use containers which are not mentioned, 
please contact their manufacturers or distributors.
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How to use

■Place the dish in the oven(at the center)

■ During Auto Menu cooking.
● When the "TOUCH MENU" key is 

pressed, when the “Dial" is rotated
 → The selected automatic menu lights UP.

● For adjusted finish
 → C a n  b e  i n c r e a s e d  o r 
decreased by turning the dial 
t o 〔i n c r e a s e〕・〔d e c r e a s e〕 
within 15 seconds after the 
cooking has started.

● Follow the information provided in the 
instruction manual and the separate cuisine 
booklet for ingredients, quantity and cooking 
methods.

  ・ If the ingredient, quantity and method of 
cooking are wrongly used, the dish may not 
taste well. Depending on usage, it may also 
cause smoke or fire.

Add food Setting　　

■Water supply has to be ensured for 
menus marked with steam
　（the notification sign of the operation 
unit will display "WATER " ）

※ Refer page 13 for guideline on water tank 
preparation.

■ Oven accessories and utensils must be 
used according to utensils guide as list 
in the menu.

● "Containers that can be used and containers 
that cannot be used" see (page 16 to 17) and 
the separate cuisine booklet.

● Do not use square tray or gridiron in the 
microwave mode.

 →Spark may occur and cause damage.

■ When the dial menu is selected, the page 
of the separate cuisine booklet will be 
displayed

Preparation

Display the symbol

It is displayed when use microwave mode.
Blink up during heating process.

（During microwave heating              will be displayed as the notification sign）

decrease increase

 In case , the quantity or ingredient is different,
monitor the status of the dish.

Note !
The page of the separate 
cuisine booklet will be 
displayed.

The menu number 
will be displayed.

center of
the circle

The automatic menu 
lights UP

Will start if pressed when 
flashing.
(After starting the light will 
change)

※For touch menu ( 4 to 11 ) 
     The page of the separate cuisine booklet will not be  
     displayed.

DECREASE　　　　　　　　　INCREASE
3 2 1 standard 1 2 3
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■During steam menu.
● Water supply

if the water tank is empty,there is a beep and
the [WATER] display lights up.Add water in
the tank.
→ If cooking is continued without water, the
    dish may not have the desired results.
    Add water quickly on seeing the display.
    Water can be added during steam cooking.

※ The display disappears once the water is 
added.

※If cooking is suspended temporarily, press    
    the [START/REHEAT] button after fitting 
    the water tank.

● When the door is opened during cooking.
・ be careful of the steam that escapes outside.
・ Hot steam may escape from the steam outlet.

・If the door is opened during cooking, press
button and use manual heating to monitor 
the food.

The final result may vary depending on the room temperature, 
form, quantity, size, initial temperature and power supply 
voltage etc.
Flip food upside~down and front~back, and wrap some parts
with foil during warming will make cooked food taste good.

■When additional heat is used.
● If heating is not sufficient

→  The previous cooking can be extended if the dial is rotated 
and the time is set within 1 minute after completion of 
cooking.

● In case of repeated cooking.
→ In case of automatic cooking menus 1 to 11, 21, 28, 40 to 

46, or for preferred temperatures when the inside of the 
oven is hot, heat after waiting for the oven to cool down or 
manually checking the status. For fermentation wait till the 
inside of the oven cools down.

■Remove the dish.

・ The door other than the glass portion will also be hot.

・ Do not place the dish or oven accessories that has 
been removeed at a place which is sensitive to heat.

・ Use the glove to extract the food or accessories and 
do not touch them with bare hands.
→ Thick glove are normally used. 

Cracked or wet items must not be used.
・ When using steam, be careful as steam will come out 

from inside the oven when the door is opened.

■ When steam is used (Cleaning)
・ Refer to page 55 for About Cleaning.

→ Since the drain tray will be hot, wait for it to 
cool down and begin cleaning.

Cooking After 
cooking

 Due to the high temperature inside the oven, the 
steam may not be visible. Particularly, superheated 
steam is not visible.

Note !

 The dish will be hot, Be careful.

Note !

This position
is also hot.

Drain tray

Be careful
Hot steam!

Be careful
Hot steam!

         Flashes.
（The              sign of the notification sign will also flash）
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When using the microwave heating
Microwave heating that uses infrared sensors※for heating (rice, food and 2 dishes), 
beverages, raw defrosting (frozen, sliced raw fish), boiled vegetables (leaves and roots), 
steam heating and preferred temperatures.

■Proper use of wraps
・ Ensure the wrap does not overlap and is covered securely in the bottom.
・When food wrap is used, some portion of it is unused.
   Read the instruction in the menu carefully.

・If the wrap overlap, the infrared sensor can not detect the  
   temperature correctly and the dish may not be cooked well.The food 
   may burn due to smoke or fire.

■Do not use cover
・  If ceramic, glass or plastic products are covered with a lid, the 

infra-red sensor will not be able to detect the temperature of the 
food accurately and cannot heat correctly.

・ Food boxes in market are the same. please take cover and 
aliminum foil out.

■If the oven is continuous used, ensure that it cools down.
・ If the oven is hot, the infrared sensor may not be able to detect the 
   temperature correctly. If the [HIGH TEMP] is displayed in the control 
   panel, wait until the display disappears.

■ Use proper containers according to the quantities of 
food.

■ Use the containers with a low and wide edge.

■ Clean the cavity and wipe vapor before next use.
・  If not proceed the cleaning, the infrared sensor may not work 
   properly. It will effect to the cooking efficiency.

Please follow the instructions

Cool

Wipe off

※Infrared sensor
It is a sensor to measure infared volume radiating from food in order to detect 
temperature at food surface. Heating while detecting temperature at food surface, 
enable us to cook at defined temperature without being affected by starting 
temperature, weight of food containers, etc.

★ To provide proper detection of food temperature with an infrared sensor, Please refer page 
20〜21.
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Do not heat seals containers in oven 
that use infrared sensor mode.
It is difficult to detect high temperature that
builds up and the food may overheat. That 
may cause fire and container may be crack or 
broken.

・Remove the lid of container before heating.

PROHIBIT

Do not heat foods under 100 grams 
with automenu function.
The appliance can not detect the exact
temperature of food. The food may overheat 
and cause fire.

・Please heat the food with manual setting 
and monitor the process.

PROHIBIT

Proper positioning of food
■ Do not use square tray and gridiron.

 If square trays and grills are used, these 
c a n  c a u s e  s p a r k i n g  l e a d i n g  t o 
malfunction.

Square tray Gridiron

Place the food 
at the centre !

1 cup（milk） 2 cups（milk）

Infrared sensor detection image and How to place object in the oven

1 dish 2 dishes 3 dishes 4 dishes
《Placing one or more dishes in the oven》　Place close together at the centre.

■Place food in the middle of oven
　＊In case of multiple food items, place at the centre of the 
         oven chamber close together.

・if you place food at the edge, it may not be cooked well. so please always place at the middle.
・For a small item of food, though you place it in the middle, it may not detected and causes 

smoke or fire. In case of small quantity of food, heat the food manually with "MICROWAVE" 
monitoring the process.

・  For beverage, if you place it at the edge, it may overheat and boil. When take them out from 
the oven, they might blow and cause burn injury.

mug（sake）Reheat,Desired Temp.

Approx. width 8㎝

Approx.
height 8.5㎝ Approx. quantity 

260ml

● The size of the mugs used must be based on the 
standards given below.

● Container quantity : Up to 80% of the container.
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Warming the empty oven・deodorize
  When operating the oven for the first time,refer to Cleaning on [49 Deodorize] 
, in order to burn away any odor due to oil or grease.（Empty grilling）
 During the first time, smoke and smell may be released, this does not indicate 
a malfunction.
Remove any small pets or birds to different room that has ventilation to avoid
suffocation due to smoke and open all windows.

Warming the empty oven・Deodorize

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
●LCD displays [HIGH TEMP] and [COOLING]

START !START !

Do not place anything inside the oven,
Close the door.1

3

2 is rotated and adjusted to 49 deodorize 

・Deodorization time is 30 minutes.

Press   button.

Open the door and wait for the temperature inside to cool down.

Before start…
Open the window Switch on the fan

・Since the glass door and oven chamber is hot, be careful.
・Do not repeat the deodorize option.

Empty gr i l l ing and deodorizat ion must be done only after  wiping off  any dirt  inside the oven.
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What can be used to warm up？
？

● Rice or food
→Reheat 「1 Cooked rice」, 「2 Dish」, 「3 2 dishes」

Touch menu 「11 Steam reheat」

●Milk
→ Touch menu 

「4 Milk」
page 28 〜 29

●Sake
→ Touch menu 

「5 Sake」
page 28 〜 29 

● Coffee・Water 
→ Set time and output power 

         in 「 Microwave」.
page 38 〜 39・50

● Defrost meat and fish
→Touch menu 
　「8 Partial・9 Whole・10 Sashimi」

page 28・31

● Well cooked food, fried food, roasted food
→ Dial menu 

「12 Crispy reheat」
page 34・36

● Bread with side-dish on Top, butter roll and french bread
→ Dial menu「13 Fluffy bread」

Delicatessen bread with finishing control 〔INCREASE〕
 page 34・36

　　　＊Bread toast, please see on page 172.

● Chinese bun
→ Dial menu 

「14 Steamed bun」
 page 34・36

● Frozen boiled vegetable
→ Set time and output power in「 Microwave」

page 38 〜 39・50

＊ Sprinkle water for heating corn and mixed vegetable.
Use microwave safe container for heating.

●  Commercially processed frozen food
→ Set time and output power in「 Microwave」

page 38 〜 39・50

　 ＊ Refer to the instructions on the packet for 
heating and monitor the food while heating.

page 24 〜 28

Instruction how to use「Reheat」
If getting puzzled how to heat up…
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The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
● If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval
     of one minute.The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.
● Once cooking is completed will flash, and the fan may operate to cool the interior of the oven.
    Cooking can be continued when the fan is operating. (However, there are some automatic menus that cannot be used.)

The container is hot, 
take care while removing 
the container

Ex：Reheat rice.

Basic operations of the reheat key
Insert the food and press [REHEAT] button for an easy start to heat the food.
There are 3 types of heating available. "1 Cooked rice", "2 Dish" and "3 2 dishes".
"NO WRAP" and "METAL X" sign will light up.

One touch start ！

■ Heat Adjustment
→ Can be increased or decreased by turning the 

dial to "INCREASE" or "DECREASE" within 15 
seconds of starting.

・ Turn right [INCREASE 1,2,3,4] and left
   [DECREASE 1,2,3] for selection.

([INCREASE 4] can be used only for        
"2 DISH", can be used only for thick 
food such as curry etc.）

■When you want to heat further (extend) after completion
→This is done by rotating the dial to set the time within 
   1 minute after the completion of cooking and the 
    process has to be monitored

■If the door is opened during the cooking process.
→Press "CANCEL" and heat manually with "MICROWAVE" 
    while monitoring the process (see pages 38 and 39)

■ When you want to heat using preferred temperatures 
→Heat setting the temperature with "DESIRED TEMP" 

         (See Page 40 and 41)

DECREASE INCREASE

Place food (Rice) at the centre
of the oven chamber

Reheat start!Reheat start!

Press 1 time
・ Press within 1 minute after closing the door.   

→ Will not work if you wait for more than 1 minute after opening or 
closing the door ("DOOR" will be displayed) press "REHEAT" key 
after opening and closing the door once again.

Depend on the food or menu selected,
the remaining time is displayed.

Place at the centre 
of the oven chamber 

without wrapping1

2

Accessories 
cannot be used

1 Cooked rice

2 Dish
When you want to heat 2 dishes

3 2 dishes

Press once

Press twice

Press thrice

When you want to heat food

When you want to heat rice

Do not heat foods under 100g 
with Reheat function.
The appliance can not detect the exact 
temperature of food. The food may overheat 
and cause fire.
・ Please heat the food with manual setting and   
    monitor the process.

Beverage should not be reheated with「 Reheat」button, 
since it might be too hot and suddenly boiled.
it might cause burn injury when taken out.
・ For milk・liquor, please use「Beverage」 button. For coffee・

water etc., please set time as mentioned on page 50, then reheat 
by manual while, at the same time, checking its condition.

PROHIBITPROHIBIT

・On pressing, 1 Cooked rice 2 Dish 3 2 dishes the cycle change. (less than 5 sec)
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■「1 Cooked rice」…Quickly heats the food
★ Quantity that can be heated at one time：Refrigerated or room temperature100 to 600g
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　      Frozen 100 to 300g

● Rice that is refrigerated or is at room temperature must be heated without a lid or wrapping
・In case of refrigerated rice etc that is hard, loosen the lumps and sprinkle water.

●Frozen rice must be wrapped, placed in a container and heated
・Must be placed on the tray with the folded side of the wrapping facing 
   downwards.

Tips for using "Reheat" skillfully
Have you

finished reading ?

HOW TO USE                  （page 18 〜 19）
Please follow the instructions （page 20 〜 21）

■ When heating more than one dish
・ When the food items are same (type, temperature and quantity) heat with either "1 Cooked rice" or "2 Dish". 
・ When the food items are different, or there is a difference in temperature (frozen and refrigerated, frozen 

and normal temperature), heat with  "3 2 dishes".

■「2 Dish」…Heating food
                            Food that can burst or pop easily, food with thickening agent, soups and 
frozen                
                             foods can be easily heated 

★  Quantity that can be heated at one time：Refrigerated or room temperature100 to 600g
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　      Frozen 100 to 300g
● Heat the food without wrap or lid.

・In case of boiled food, drain the broth completely before heating.
・In case of steamed food,if food is too dry , sprinkle such food with water.
・In case of soup, dial [Finshing] to [lNCREASE].
・In case of boiled fish, dial [Finshing] to [DECREASE]

●Frozen food are placed in a vessel with the wrapping and heated
・Frozen dumplings…Finishing control is set to "lNCREASE". 
・In case of commercial frozen food, heat the food manually with 
"MICROWAVE" monitoring the process.

●Thick foods must be heated with the wrapping
→Thick foods such as curry and chop suey are wrapped to prevent the juice from flying.
・ Place the food in a deep container and wrap from the top to the bottom so that the food is completely covered.
  (If there are any gaps, infra-red sensor will not work effectively, and there is a risk of smoke or burning of the food)      
  mix the food after heating is completed.

・ Since thick foods such as curry and chop suey are difficult to heat,
 Heat with "2 DISH" [lNCREASE 4].

・Since heating frozen food is difficult, if heating is insufficient, heat manually with "MICROWAVE"  
   while monitoring the progress. (Pages 38, 39 and 50)

     Place the food in 
a deep container and 
wrap from the top to the 
bottom so that the food 
    is completely covered.

Heats properly adjusting 
the output automatically

＊  Takes more time than
「1 Cooked rice」

Heats quickly 
at high output

When you want to heat the 
food quickly then heat using
 「1 Cooked rice」

Though the "NO WRAP" sign lights up, there are foods that get 
prepared better with wrapping.
For details, refer to the tips given below for effective usage.
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■「3 2 dishes」…Rice and food are heated together 
(items with different temperatures are heated together)

★ The quantity that can be heated at one time：refrigerated, normal temperature for single item 100 to 250g
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　                  Frozen, for single item 100 to 150g
★ There may be cases where the food may not be heated properly depending on the combination of the type and quantity of food.
● Protect the heated quantity

●When warming rice and food…the food must be slightly less in quantity compared to rice. (half quantity to same quantity of the rice)
　Example

● When heating different types of food…Almost same quantity

● In case of improper heating
● Food that does not get heated properly with 2 dishes

・Frozen curry, soup, grilled fish that can burst easily, commercially available cooked frozen food and dishes with dippings or sauces
→Use "2 Dish" and heat the items one by one. (See page 25)

・Bread or Beverages
→Heat after reading the "Reheat" Recommendation Guide. (See page 23)

●When the 2 dishes includes frozen dish…if heating is insufficient, heat manually with "MICROWAVE" while monitoring the progress.

● Heat without wrap or lid
・Rice… For refrigerated rice etc that is hard, loosen the lumps and sprinkle water.
・Boiled food…Broth is removed.
・Steamed food…Mist is released when dried.

●Frozen food must be wrapped, placed in a container and heated
・Frozen food…Must be placed on the tray with the folded side of the wrapping facing downwards.

●Thick foods must be heated with the wrapping
→Thick foods such as curry and chop suey are wrapped to prevent the juice from flying.
・ Place the food in a deep container and wrap from the top to the bottom so that the food is completely covered.
   (If there are any gaps, infra-red sensor will not work effectively, and there is a risk of smoke or burning of the food)

mix the food after heating is completed.
・Since thick foods such as curry and chop suey are difficult to heat, Heat with "3 2 dishes" [INCREASE 3]".

Different types of food, items with 
differences in temperatures are heated 
at the same time for eating and this takes 
more time compared to 「1 Cooked rice」〈 Placed Position 〉　Place close together at the centre.

Try to ensure that food is not placed at the ends.

Refrigerated and normal temperature foods

Frozen rice and normal temperature curry 
(Almost same quantity)

Frozen rice and refrigerated food (slightly 
less compared to the quantity of rice)

Refrigerated and normal temperature rice, refrigerated 
and normal temperature food (half quantity of rice)

PlacementPlacement

Tips for using

Commercially available 
cooked frozen foodSoupFrozen curry BeveragesBread
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■「11 Steam reheat steam 」…Heat dumplings and rice after moistening them

★The quantity that can be heated at one time：refrigerated, normal temperature 100 to 600g
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　      Frozen, for single item 100 to 200g

●Heat without wrap or lid
→Steam prevents the food from drying and provides moist fluffy heating.

・ Rice…Finishing control is set to "STANDARD".
・Steamed items and food…Finishing control is set to "INCREASE".

●Thick foods  agents are not heated
・ Since thick foods such as curry and chop suey are difficult to heat, heat with "2 Dish" [INCREASE 4].

See page 28 for the operation method 

◇◆How to preserve rice with freezing method◇◆
・Let's prepare tasty hot rice as well as possible. if we preserve food by using plastic wrap to cover while it is still fragrant  
   with heat, steam will be protected and prevented from escaping, so it will be hardly dry though being reheated.

・Wrap rice with plastic wrap directly. If food is put in preservation containers or preservation bags, it may not be 
   warmed up well.

・Rice must be spread thinly（ 2〜3 cm） with proper amount for each time（ 150g）. 
   If you make rice round off or warm them all together in big volume, it may be difficult 
   to be warmed up well with heat reaching inside.

＊Chinese steamed buns, meat buns and buns with bean paste 
    may not be heated properly depending on the size.
    Heat with "14 Steamed bun", 
    or heat with "STEAM" or "MICROWAVE" monitoring the progress.

thick２～３㎝

Uses steam to produce 
steam food.

＊  Takes longer time than     
「1 Cooked rice」and「2 Dish」

Tips for using

Accessories 
cannot be used

「3 2 dishes（heated together）」 is used, an infra-red sensor is used to detect the temperature of the 
food and reduction of unnecessary heating control is performed, in this case if it is determined that 
there is energy saving compared to cooking one by one then "  mode" lights up.
・  In some cases such as heating of frozen food etc, "  mode" may not light up.
・  If normal temperature rice is heated with "1 Cooked rice" and refrigerated hamburger is heated with)"2 

Dish" the energy consumption is "1 Cooked rice": 18.7Wh + "2 Dish": 26.8Wh = 45.5Wh) and in case of 
heating together ("3 2 dishes": 42.2Wh).

(Heated item: normal temperature rice 150g, and refrigerated hamburger 85g is used. There may be 
differences based on the initial temperature, quantity, type and placement)

■  mode

・For water supply preparation see page 13.
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Easily heated with a special key

Only the special key has to be pressed
without having to rotate the dial.

■Heat Adjustment
→ Can be increased or decreased by turning the dial to 

"INCREASE" or "DECREASE" within 15 seconds of starting.
・ Turn right [INCREASE] and left [DECREASE] 

for selection. Increase and Decrease can be 
select 1,2,3 levels both.

・ In case of "BEVERAGES" the details that are 
set will be set automatically from the next time.

■If the door is opened during the cooking process.
→Press "CANCEL" and heat manually with "MICROWAVE" 
    while monitoring the process (see pages 38 and 39)

■ When you want to heat further (extend) after completion
    →This is done by rotating the dial to set the time within 
        1 minute after the completion of cooking and the 
         process has to be monitored

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
● If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval
     of one minute.The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.
● Once cooking is completed will flash, and the fan may operate to cool the interior of the oven.
    Cooking can be continued when the fan is operating. (However, there are some automatic menus that cannot be used.)

Place the food into the chamber.
・Add the food into the chamber.

1

2

3 Press 

Press  and select 4 Milk

【Display example：Milk】

Ex：Reheat milk

Heating start!Heating start!

DECREASE INCREASE

4 Milk ←→ 5 Sake

6 Leaf ←→ 7 root

8 Partial→ 9 Whole → 10 Sashimi

11 Steam reheat

The container is hot, 
take care while removing 
the container

Display example : Milk）
●Switches to the remaining time display from the middle

Do not set temperature too high when 
warm up beverage
Since liquid which is beverage (coffee, milk, soy 
milk, water etc) may boil right away and cause 
burn injury when being taken out. In addition, the 
container will be so hot that it may break or melt.
・ Before and after reheating beverage, it  
   should be stirred thoroughly by a spoon.

PROHIBIT

・Automatic menu lights up for the relevant categories. 4 to 11 are the menus that can be selected with the touch menu.

Basic operations of the 
touch menu key

Accessories 
cannot be used
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Beverage

HOW TO USE                  （page 18 〜 19）
Please follow the instructions （page 20 〜 21）

Have you
finished reading ?

4 Milk
 ★Possible to reheat 1 to 4 cups of milk at the same time.

●Place the cup at the center of the chamber.
    If the cup is not place at the center, the infrared radiation may not be able to sense temperature   
    accurately and the milk may start boiling.

●Follow the instructions regarding cup size and the quantity of milk used.
    If the cup size or the quantity of milk differs, the infrared sensor may not work properly.

・use a short cup with wide mouth.
   The cup size should correspond to that illustrated in the figur e.

・Use 1 cup or glass of 200ml as standard amount.
   （ if being less than this, it may cause eruptive boiling）

● The milk may start boiling suddenly after taken out causing burn injuries.
    ・Stir the milk with spoon before reheating.
    ・After reheating, wait for a while before taking the milk out.

■In case the cup size or the quantity of milk used is different
→Use [MICROWAVE] to heat and monitor the food closely (Refer page 38〜39・50）

■In case of coffee, water and other liquids
→Use [MICROWAVE] to heat and monitor the food closely (Refer page 38〜39・50）

5 Sake
 ★1 to 4 bottles may be used at the same time.

● Follow the instructions regarding cup size and the quantity of milk used.
・The bottle should be short and stout. (Change in size,shape or quantity of  
   bottle will result in a di fferent final product).

・Use 1 bottle…160ml ( equal to volume of 80% of SAKE bottle)
   as standard amount. If the quantity is too little, the liquid may be start boiling.

・In order to reduce uneven heating, thin portions have to be covered with an aluminum foil.

● If not placed in the center, infrared sensor may not work properly and the liquid may start boiling.
● In case a cup is used, Use the microwave and monitor the heating.（Refer page 38〜39・50）

直径約8㎝

高さ
約8.5㎝

満水容量
約260ml

Fig1 : 1 cup Fig 2 : 2 cups

sake bottle

1 dish 2 dishes 3 dishes 4 dishes
■How to placing more than 1 object … Place close together at the centre.

How to use
page 28Tips for using

●Switches to the remaining time display from the middle

Beware of
hot boiling and 
spilling over!
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A little quantity
is not good ！

At the centre 
of the 

oven chamber

Boiled vegetable

HOW TO USE                  （page 18 〜 19）
Please follow the instructions （page 20 〜 21）

 5 Leaf：Spinach/Broccoli/Cabbage
・It is possible to boil 100 to 300 g. of vegetable at the same time (by weight only)
・Boiling Method : Wash the vegetable and wrap it securely .Place it on flate plate 
and then cook.

・Arrange leaves and stems alternately and place thick stems in a criss cross 
manner with knife in between before wrapping.

・Wrap the vegetable widely in such a way that it does not protru de from the plate.
・If large quantity is used, divide it into half and wrap them in dividually before cooking.

 6 Root：Potato/Taro/squash etc.
・Quantity : 100~600 g. (By weight only)
・Boiling method : Wash the vegetable and place it on a flat plate.Wrap the 
vegetable along with the plate securely and then cook.Ensure that the wrap is in 
contact with the food.

 When boiled whole
Wrap the vegetable securely along with the plate and cook. After cooking, 
remove from the oven chamber. Leave for a while (about 5 minutes), without 
removing plastic wrap. 

（Food will dry easily, please leave them without unwrapping plastic wrap）
・If more than one vegetable is used, arrange it properly for uniform heating.
・ In case a round, large potato is used,adjust the final temperature(increase) for 

desired result.
 When the vegetable is cut and boiled.

Peel and cut, arrange it on flat plate and sprinkle some water wrap the vegetable 
securely along wit the plate and cook.

    
    ●If the size of vegetable differs or high moisture is required to cook the vegetable

Sprinkle more water and place it in a container for microwave.Use microwave at   
600 W to heat and adjust the time and cook. (Page 38~39, 50)

・ If finely cut carrots and mixed vegetables are cooked by selecting [ Root ], spark 
may occur causing the food to burn. It may also make the food dr y.

■ When the quantity of food used is little or less than 100 g.
→ Use the [MICROWAVE 600W] to heat and monitor the food closely 
    (Refer page 38~39, 50)
    If Auto menu is used, the food may catch fire or smoke.

・Ensure that leafly and root vegetables are placed of flate plate and cooked.
・Wrap leafly vegetables separately and not along with the plate.
・Wrap root vegetables with the plate.
・Do not use many layers to wrap or roll the food.
・Do not use any other wrapping material other than cling wrap.
※ If proper usage is not followed, food may burn or catch fire.Spark may also occur and the bottom    
     chamber may break causing damage.

Tips

How to use 
page 28

Accessories 
cannot be used

Tips for using

Have you
finished reading ?
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Defrost

HOW TO USE                  （page 18 〜 19）
Please follow the instructions （page 20 〜 21）

Have you
finished reading ?

How to use 
page 28

Accessories 
cannot be used

●Automatically defrosts the meat and fish that was kept in the freezer.
●Defrost at once in the frozen state after removing from the freezer.
　★It is possible to defrost 100 to 1000 g. of food at the same time.

  8 Partial
・Finished to a state where the centre of the food is still frozen slightly. It will be in a crispy state that is just right to be cut with a knife.

  9 Whole(Steam) steam ：Refer water tank preparation（page13）
・Meat and fish will be finished such that they are ready for cooking immediately after defrosting.

10 Sashimi
・Finished to a state where knife can enter easily. Ready to be eaten as soon as the food is served on the tray and kept on the table.

●Defrosted along with the foam tray after removing the wrap or lid 
・Since the sensor will not work properly with deep foam trays, either transfer to a shallow 

tray or spread a kitchen paper on a flat tray and place on this tray for defrosting.

●Use Aluminium foil to prevent discoloration or cooking.
・Wrap the food if the shape, size or quantity is not uniform and continue to defrost.
・Thin meat slice such as sashimi should be wrapped to prevent over heating.

●Arrange food to be defrosted in proper size.
・Food up to a thickness of 3cm will be defrosted properly.
   If 2 or more items are to be defrosted at the same time, items of the same type and size 
   have to be collected.
   Thick lumped meat has to be set "Finishing" to [INCREASE].

●Cool the oven chamber before starting to defrost.
・The sensor will not work effectively if the inside of the oven is hot. When "「C21」 「HIGH 
   TEMP」" is displayed, press the "CANCEL" button, open the door and wait for the inside of 
  the oven to getcooled.

■ If the quantity of food used is less than 100 g.
→ Use the [MICROWAVE 200W] to heat and monitor the food closely 
    (Refer page 38~39, 50)

Bring food to be frozen and defrozen with the right method !

●Please prepare food material which is new and fresh, then freeze them.
●Food material should be thinly sliced（ ２〜３cm.）, Seperating them into each proper volume and make 
    them flat for use at each time. If freeze them over in many layers or bundle, it will be difficult to defreeze.

Tips for using

A little quantity
is not good ！

Place inside the 
oven at the centre 
of the oven chamber 
without wrapping
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Dial menu list Automenu number
Cooking（12〜46）/Cleaning（47〜49）

Menu 
number

Menu name Heating 
method Water Tank Accessories usege

Reference page

Reheat

12
Crispy reheat steam

heater＋steam Fill
P.36

13
Fluffy bread

microwave＋heater N/A Accessories can not
be usedP.36

14
Steamed bun steam

steam Fill
P.36

Bread cham
ber

15
French bread steam

heater＋steam Fill

In case of 2 steps

Separate cuisine booklet：P.156〜160

16
Melon bun

heater N/ASeparate cuisine booklet：P.162

17
Bagel steam

steam→heater Fill
Separate cuisine booklet：P.145〜147

18
18-1 Butter roll（step 1）
18-2 Butter roll（step 2） heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.136〜139

19
19-1 Pizza（step 1）
19-2 Pizza（step 2） heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.170〜171

20
Plain bread

heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.142

21
Easy bekery ferment microwave N/A Accessories can not

be used

P.37
Separate cuisine booklet：P.132〜133 baking heater N/A

Sw
eet

22
Cookies

heater N/ASeparate cuisine booklet：P.182〜183

23
Profiterole steam

heater＋steam Fill
Separate cuisine booklet：P.178〜179

24
Sponge cake steam

heater＋steam Fill
Separate cuisine booklet：P.174〜175

25
Chiffon cake

heater N/ASeparate cuisine booklet：P.176〜177

26
Cheese cake

heater N/ASeparate cuisine booklet：P.190

27
Baked potato

heater N/ASeparate cuisine booklet：P.192

28
Cream caramel steam

heater＋steam Fill
Separate cuisine booklet：P.181

● See pages 34 and 35 for the operations.
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Menu 
number

Menu name Heating 
method Water Tank Accessories usege

Reference page

Side dish

29
Hamburger

heater N/ASeparate cuisine booklet：P.71

30
Teriyaki chicken

heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.73

31
Fried chicken

heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.85

32
Pad thai

microwave N/A Accessories can not
be usedSeparate cuisine booklet：P.210

33
Gratin

heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.79〜80

34
Roast chicken

heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.73

35
Roast beef

heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.70

36
Grilled fish（fillet） steam

heater＋steam Fill
Separate cuisine booklet：P.74

37
Grilled mackerel pike

heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.75

38
Savory curry(beef)

microwave N/A Accessories can not
be usedSeparate cuisine booklet：P.203

39
Low calories fries

heater N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.86〜87

40
Steamed egg steam

microwave＋steam Fill

Accessories can not
be used

Separate cuisine booklet：P.95

41
Green curry(chicken)

microwave N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.203

42
Curry / Stew

microwave N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.99〜100

43
Cafe rice

microwave N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.126〜128

Q
uick m

enu

44
3 minute menu

microwave N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.108〜110

45
5 minute menu

microwave N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.111〜115

46
8 minute menu

microwave N/A
Separate cuisine booklet：P.115〜119

menu
number

Menu list Water tank preparation and accessoriesReference page

Cleaning

47
Quick cleaning steam When you want to clean the accessories 

place them inside the ovenP.54

48
Water removal

Remove the water tank.
P.55

49
Deodorize Empty the water tank . Do not use oven

accessories.P.22

Fill

N/A
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Basic operations （※The operations may vary depending on the menu. See the separate cuisine booklet and proceed with the operations)）

Auto cooking by Auto menu

Basic operations of the dial menu
The basic operations of the dial menu have been explained.
See the tips for effective use given in pages 36 and 37.

Steam steam  After steaming…　（Refer page 55 for About Cleaning）

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
●LCD displays [HIGH TEMP]

Open the door and take the food out.
● If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval
    of one minute.The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

Place the food into the chamber.
・Place the food in the specified location.
・ Prepare water supply for the menus that are marked with in the separate cuis ine booklet .
・Refer page 13 for guideline on water tank preparation.)Insert the water supply cassette till it touches the rear end.

1

2
3

Rotate to select Auto Menu.
・ The LCD display shows the Auto Menu list number 

from 12〜49. Choose the menu number.
  In addition, automatic menu lights up for the relevant category.

 Since the square tray etc will be hot, 
take care while removing the container.
In addition, be careful as there will be 
steam coming out of the outlet port 
after steam cooking.

The time remaining is displayed from the middle of the process

START !START !

Press button.

For accessories, 
see dial menu list 

（P.32〜33）

■ Heat Adjustment
→ Can be increased or decreased by turning the dial to [INCREASE] 

or "DECREASE" within 15 seconds of starting.
・ Turn right [Increase] and left [Decrease] 

for selection. Increase and Decrease can 
be select 1,2,3 levels both.

■ For further heating,                  
once cooking is complete. [EXTENSION]
→ This is done by rotating the dial to set the time within 1 minute after 

the completion of cooking and the process has to be monitored.
 ・However, [CLEANING] cannot be extended.

■ To increase or decrease the time during the cooking
（Only for menu12, 13, 15〜27, 29〜39）

→ when the remaining time is displayed, rotate the 
knob to increase or decrease the time by 1 minute. 

・ timing for menu 13, 17, 21 can be 
changed only during open heating.

■ If the water in the water tank become 
empty while cooking.

→ There will be a beep and the [WATER] display 
will start blinking. Add water in the water tank.

・ [WATER] display will disappear once water is added.(Water can 
be added to the water tank, even during cooking operation.)

DECREASE INCREASE

Display : Sponge cake

DECREASE INCREASE
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For menu that require preheat （※Menu that use square tray for preheat are also available. Follow the instructions given in the separate cuisine booklet.）

Steam steam  After steaming…　（Refer page 55 for About Cleaning）

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
●LCD displays [HIGH TEMP]

Open the door and take the food out.
● If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will 

beep 5 times in an interval of one minute. The beep 
will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

Rotate to select Auto Menu.
・ The LCD display shows the Auto Menu list number from 12〜49. Choose the menu number.      
   In addition, automatic menu lights up for the relevant category.

・Prepare water supply for the menus that are marked with in the separate cuis ine booklet .
・Refer page 13 for guideline on water tank preparation.)Insert the water supply cassette till it touches the  
   rear end.

1

2

3

 Becareful as the square tray will be hot.
Becareful as hot steam escape after cooking is
complete.

START !START !

Press to start preheat.
The remaining cooking time will be displayed one
minute before completion.

The buzzer will beep 5 times to indicate completion.

The food item is kept and is pressed

Remaining time

Display :  Pizza

Tips
Since the square tray will be hot after cooking, Be careful!

・ Do not place the square tray at a place which is sensitive to heat.
・ Ensure that the square tray is kept out of reach of children and infants.
・ Use the commercial thick mittens to extract the food or accessories and do not touch them with bare hand.
・ Do not use wet or torn mittens.
If steam is used to cook

・ Be careful when open the door to take the food out as hot steam escapes from the oven.
・ If the door is opened while cooking, some steam may escape outside. Be careful of the steam from steam exit.

Notice
・ The dishes (quantity) excluding those described in the separate cuisine booklet may not get prepared properly 

with dial menu. Heat with manual cooking while monitoring the progress. In addition, the final result may vary 
depending on the room temperature, initial temperature and power supply voltage etc.

・ Since the square tray will be hot, be careful  
   when you add or remove food.

・ Preheat will last approximately for 20 min.
If nothing is done in this duration, preheating will be completed.
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Steamed bun
14 Steamed bun steam 　（The standard heating time is approximately 20 minutes）

Commercially available Chinese steamed buns, are heated 
softly as in a steamer.
●1〜4 pieces (1 piece approximately 100g) can be heated at one time.
●Heating Method …  Remove the wrapping and the container. Place the grill on a square tray.
                                     Place the Chinese steamed buns on the grill. Place the tray at the lower shelf and heat.

※Heat frozen Chinese steamed buns with [INCREASE 1].
※Adjust the finishing by rotating the dial based on the preferred heat, initial 

state (refrigerated / normal temperature) and number of pieces.

● Heat after removing the wrap as well as the container.
　・ Packaging such as wraps and plastics must be removed.

   Do not place the food in a container. Place the food directly on the grill 
         and heat.

Oven Accessories

12 Crispy reheat steam 　（The standard heating time is approximately 11 minutes）
Heating of normal temperature fried and grilled items as well as commercially available cooked food
●Quantity … 100〜200ｇ

●Heating Method… Remove the wrapping and the container. Place the grill on 
a square tray. Place the food on the grill. Place the tray at the upper shelf and heat.

 ・Adjust the finish by rotating the dial based on the preferred heat, type and number of pieces.
 ・Use finishing "INCREASE" to heat cooked frozen food. 
 ・Supermarket frozen food can not be heated.

● Heat after removing the wrap as well as the container.
　・ Wrap and plastic covers that are heat sensitive must be removed before 
        heating. Do not place the food in a container. Place the food directly on the grill 
         and heat.

How to use 
page 34

Oven Accessories

（Croquette　　・・・1〜2 pieces ） Shrimp tempura ・・・1〜4 pieces

Crispy ReheatTips for using

13 Fluffy bread　（The standard heating time is approximately 3 minutes）
commercially available bread (butter roll and French loaf) is heated 
such that the outside is crispy and the inside is fluffy. 
●4 pieces (1 piece approximately 30g) can be heated at one time.
●Heating Method… Remove the wrapping and the container of the food. Place an oven 
                             sheet on the bottom of the oven chamber. Place on the oven sheet and heat.

※For bread which is frozen, please let it defrost naturally before warming up.
※Adjust the finish by rotating the dial based on the preferred heat, initial state of the bread (refrigerated / normal temperature) and number of pieces.
※For plain bread toast. See page 172 of separate cuisine booklet.
※Buns such as delicatessen buns containing fillings must be heated with finishing "INCREASE".

Fluffy bread

●Heat after removing the wrap as well as the container.
・ Remove the aluminum foil.
   Heating is done combining both microwave and heater. Aluminum foil etc can cause sparking  
   and hence must never be used.

・ Packaging such as wraps and plastics that are vulnerable to heat must be removed. Place directly 
on an oven sheet spread on the bottom of the oven chamber without placing in a container.
→Place the food at the centre of the oven chamber.

Accessories 
cannot be used
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How to use 
page 34Easy bakeryTips for using

21 Easy bakery
Use microwave oven to shorten time for powder leavening. For setting the oven from making 
bread powder till finish baking, users can make their own decision. Bread can be made easily.

●How to do …The cooking process will stop at each of the 3 stages, primary fermentation, secondary 
fermentation and baking. Follow the procedure given in page 132 of the separate cuisine booklet and 
continue the work. Moves to the next step if start is pressed.
 ●Procedure …     1st fermentation       →     2nd fermentation         →  Baking（oven about 18 min）

 ・If preferred grilling is required, the finishing has to be adjusted by rotating the dial within 15 seconds of 
starting. Only [INCREASE 3] and [DECREASE 3] will be adjusted automatically during fermentation
 ・If you want to increase or decrease the cooking time during the progress of baking, the dial can be rotated 
to increase or decrease in steps of 1 minute after the cooking time is displayed.
 ・The time remaining is displayed in the middle while cooking. The time displayed is the total time 
from fermentation till baking. Note that this is not the time remaining for each process.

● Issues to be careful about materials used to cook food.
　・ Accessories cannot be used since microwave heating is used for primary and secondary fermentation.           
         Check before cooking since accessories (square tray, grill) or metallic and non heat resistance containers 
         cannot be used.

The time remaining is displayed in the middle.
(the total time from fermentation till baking is displayed)

Accessories 
cannot be used

Notice
・ The dishes (quantity) excluding those described in the separate cuisine booklet may not get prepared properly 

with automatic cooking. Heat with manual cooking while monitoring the progress. In addition, the final result 
may vary depending on the room temperature, initial temperature and power supply voltage etc.

（Microwave about 7 min) （Microwave about 6 min)
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Adjustment of time and output

Microwave heating/Stew

Place the food into the chamber.
・Please use the container for microwave depending on the quantity of food,
   Place the food in the center of the oven chamber.

1

4

Rotate  for adjust the time.

・Maximum Time
Microwave 900W：10 minutes
Microwave 600W, 500W：30 minutes
Microwave 200W, 100W：90 minutes

Press  and select OUTPUT※2

3

Press 

Heating Start

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval of one minute.The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.
・Be careful when you take the food out as the container will be hot.
・ Once cooking is completed ,  will flash, and the fan may operate to cool the interior of the oven. 

 Cooking can be continued even when the fan is operating. (However, there are some automatic menus that cannot be used.

Remaining Time

See page 50 for the standard setting time of manual heating.

Accessories 
cannot be used

900W
0 5min 10min 30min

30sec.interval 1min.interval

200W
100W

0 15min 40min 90min
30sec.interval 1min.interval 5min.interval

0 5min
10sec.interval

600W
500W 10sec.interval

10min
30sec.interval

■Setting unit of cooking time

・The setting is confirmed by pressing the dial after 
adjusting the time for 600W stew, next the time 
for 200W is adjusted.

＊If stew is selected, initial setting of 600W will be displayed.

On pressing, it is the cycle change to 600W
STEW＊ DESIRED TEMP
500W 200W 100W 900W  ※

・In case of repeated manual operation with 900W, will be switched automatically to 600W during operation in order to protect the electrical components.
・There is a buzzing ["ji"] sound when the microwave starts and during the microwave operation, this is the operating sound during cooking and is not a malfunction.
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■To adjust the time during cooking.
→ The dial can be rotated to increase or decrease in steps of 1 minute during heating
　・in case of 900W, 600W and 500 W If the remaining time is under 5 min.,the display show time adjust at an interval of 10 seconds.
　・ The time is initially set at 10 min. for 900 W, 30 min. for 600 W and 500 W, 90 min. for 200 W. This include the possible increase in 
          time.

■ For further heating, once cooking is complete. [EXTENSION]
→ This is done by rotating the dial to set the time within 1 minute after the completion of cooking and the process has to be monitored.

■Criteria of proper power consumption

Tips
Do not use small quantities of mixed vegetable for heating. Spark may occur and food may get burnt or become dry.

●Wrap the food according to the menu
・ Normally, it is unnecessary to wrap the food to reheating.However, some food may need to be wrapped.
　Check (page 50) or separate cuisine booklet for the standard of setting time of manual heating.

●Frozen food
To heating commercially frozen food, refer to package instruction for setting up the power and time.Since the values are
approximate, in case of insuffucient heating,increase or decrease the time manually and monitor 
the process.

A little quantity
is not good ！

STEW
・ Start with heat level at 600 W (  ) and switch to low 200 W(  ).
・ The setting is confirmed by pressing the dial after manually adjusting the   
    time for 600W, next the time for 200W is adjusted and start is pressed.

・ Heating by MICROWAVE 600W that resumes at MICROWEAVE  
   200 W.

lowhigh
● Speedy heat ● Boiled vegetable

 （preparation）

● Reheat

● Overall food
● Frozen food
● Food that easy 
   to burst or 
   explode

● Stew

medium
● Defrost

900Ｗ 600Ｗ 500Ｗ 200Ｗ 100Ｗ

decrease increase

Do not overheat the food.
Overheat of food could result in smoke or fire.
・ During cooking should check food  
   condition.

PROHIBIT

Do not set temperature too high when warm up beverage
Since liquid which is beverage (coffee, milk, soy 
milk, water etc) may boil right away and cause 
burn injury when being taken out. In addition, the 
container will be so hot that it may break or melt.
・ Before and after reheating beverage, 
    it should be stirred thoroughly by a spoon.

・ During cooking should check food condition.

PROHIBIT
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Adjustment of temperature

Desired temperature heating
◆Quantity for one person (150g) is considered as standard.

Place the food into the chamber.
・Please use the container for microwave depending on the quantity of food,
   Place the food in the center of the oven chamber.

1

4

2

3

Press to start

Heating start

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval of one minute.The beep will 
   stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

Rotate and select temperature from ー10〜90℃ 

・Refer from table on right side for approximate temperature setting.

Press  6 times to select [DESIRED TEMP]※

■For further heating, once cooking is complete. [EXTENSION]
→ This is done by rotating the dial to set the time within 1 minute after the completion of cooking and the process has to be monitored.

■Ensure inside the oven chamber is cooled before start cooking.
・If the oven is hot, infrared sensor will not work properly.

■Food is placed at the centre with the circle as the standard

Example : Soften the butter

Displays remaining time from the middle.

Accessories 
cannot be used

On pressing, it is the cycle change to 600W
STEW DESIRED TEMP

500W 200W 100W 900W  ※
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Heating temperature reference

Steamed food・grilled food・fried food

Rice

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
-5
-10

Baby food

Ice cream
Take out the lid

Melting Gelatin

Butter（Melting）

Butter （softening）
Cream cheese（softening）

℃

バタ
ー

Mix gelatin with water 
and heat at 60～65℃

P lace  the  but te r  in  
microwave container 
and heat at 15～20℃

For good result
●Reheating without wrap or container
●Baby Food

・Take the food into a shallow container and heat.
・ Frozen food can not be heated. Please use [MICROWAVE] button to cook manually instead.Observe the food carefully.
・Before serving, stir the food well and check the temperature is not to hot.

●Quantity and container
・The quantity (150 g) is for one person.
・ If there is a large quantity, set the temperature a little higher. For smaller quantities, lower the temperature a little.
・The temperature varies accordingly to the size,shape, and quantity of the container.
※  If proper usage of heating is not follow, it may not yield good results. 
     The food may get burnt or catch fire.

HOW TO USE                  （page 18 〜 19）
Please follow the instructions （page 20 〜 21）

Have you
finished reading ?

● Do not heat beverages with "DESIRED TEMP"
　 Use "BEVERAGE" key for milk and Alcohol, for other beverages see the timing's given 

in page 50 and heat manually monitoring the progress.

Fully aware of！
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Adjustment of time and temperature

Convection       　cooking

The temperature is adjusted by rotating 
・Set temperature：100〜300℃ , 350℃
   When machine is hot（ Display part will show「 HIGH TEMP」 with blinking light）, 
   since an electric preventive device can not be set over 260℃ .

Press  to start preheat.

Display shows the remaining time 1 min.
before preheat finish.

The buzzer beeps 5 times and [PREHEAT FINISH] will showing on the display part.

4 Once preheating is completed, the food is placed inside the oven and the timing is adjusted by rotating
・Maximum time：90 min
・When you want to change the cooking temperature to a temperature that is different from the temperature 
used for preheating, press  after adjusting the time,                                                                                                 

the temperature can be increased or decreased in steps of 10℃ by rotating  

with preheat
without preheat

With preheat

3

Remaining time

1 Press            once with the oven empty.※
                is displayed in the display unit

2

There are some menus that require preheating to be done with the square tray in the oven.        
Follow the instructions given in the separate cuisine booklet.

CONVECTION（with preheat） CONVECTION（without preheat）

GRILL FERMENTSTEAM FERMENT
On pressing, it is the cycle change to※

・ Since the square tray will be hot, be careful  
   when you add or remove food.

・ Preheat will last approximately for 20 min.
If nothing is done in this duration, preheating will be completed.

Heating start

　　

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval of one minute.
   The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

・LCD displays [HIGH TEMP]
・As the oven body and square tray are hot, please hold with care when remove.

5 Press 
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The temperature is adjusted by rotating , 
and confirmed by pressing.

・Set temperature：100〜300℃ , 350℃
When machine is hot（ Display part will show「 HIGH TEMP」
with blinking light）, since an electric preventive device can
not be set over 260℃

Food is placed1

4

5 Press 

Heating start

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 
   5 times in an interval of one minute.
   The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

・LCD displays [HIGH TEMP]
・As the oven body and square tray are hot, please hold 
   with care when remove.

Without preheat

Rotate  adjust the time

・Maximum time : 90 min

Refer to cooking book for combination
Accessories usege

■Setting unit of cooking time
0 15min 40min 90min
30sec.interval 1min.interval 5min.interval

2
3

 Press           twice※

Tips
・ Depending on room temperature, initial temperature of food and the electric voltage, the final result may vary.
・ To ensure best results, reshuffle the food during the heating process and shield certain parts with aluminium foil.

・                will not be displayed in the display unit

Convection…
Grills the food efficiently with circulation of strong hot air.

■To adjust the time during cooking.
→ The dial can be rotated to increase or 

decrease in steps of 1 minute during heating
・The maximum time set initially is 90 min.
   and include the possible increase in time.

■To adjust the temperature during 
    cooking.

→The dial is pressed during heating, and 
while          is flashing, the dial is rotated 
to increase or decrease by10℃

■ For further heating, once cooking is 
complete. [EXTENSION]
→ This is done by rotating the dial to set the 

time within 1 minute after the completion of 
cooking and the process has to be monitored.

Setting temperature
The setting temperature of the oven is measured at the centre of the oven 
chamber using a thermoelectric thermometer. (JIS measurement method is used)
The temperature may not match if the temperature is measured using 
commercially available thermometers

Preheat is ...
・To heat the empty oven chamber 
and keep it warm at a particular 
temperature required to cook the dish.

■Change in temperature during preheating
→It is impossible.

■Relation between the set temperature    
      and preheating temperature.

→Preheating at the same temperature as set
　But if setting temperature at 260℃ upward,
    preheating temperature will be 250 ℃ .

■Preheating timing
→When set to 250℃ , approximately 10 minutes
   When set to 200℃ , approximately 5 minutes
・ The preheat temperature will somewhat 

vary depending on the temperature 
inside the oven, room temperature and 
electrical voltage before preheating.
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1

4

Adjustment of temperature and time

Ferment

Press  

Heating start

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・ If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval of one minute.
   The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

・Be careful when you take the food out as the oven chamber and the square tray will be hot.

■To adjust the time during cooking.
→ The dial can be rotated to increase or 

decrease in steps of 1 minute during heating
・ The maximum time set initially is 90 

min.

● Cool the oven chamber and accessories sufficiently before fermentation.
・ If the LCD display shows [C21] [High temp], press the 

[CANCEL] button, open the door and wait until the oven 
temperature drops down.If the temperature inside is very 
high, fermentation will not take place properly.

Place the food into the chamber.
・ Steam fermentation when using steam  prepare water supply (see page 13)        
   Insert the water supply cassette till the cassette touches the rear end.

Rotate to adjust the time.

・Maximum time：90 min.

5
Remaining Time

Accessories usege

■Setting unit of cooking time
0 15min 40min 90min
30sec.interval 1min.interval 5min.interval

The temperature is adjusted by rotating
and confirmed by pressing

2

3

Press            3 times※

■ For further heating, once cooking is complete. [EXTENSION]
→ This is done by rotating the dial to set the time within 1 minute after the completion of cooking and the process has to be monitored.

CONVECTION（with preheat） CONVECTION（without preheat）

GRILL FERMENTSTEAM FERMENT
On pressing , it is the cycle change to※

・Set temperature　Ferment：30℃ , 35℃ , 40℃ , 45℃
　　　　　              Steam ferment：30℃ , 35℃ , 40℃ , 45℃

・ Dur ing s team fermentat ion ,  s team is 
displayed in the display unit.

・ During steam fermentation, sufficient steam 
will not be generated if the temperature 
inside the oven chamber is close to the setting 
temperature. Monitor the progress and spray.

Fermentation
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Adjustment of time

Grill cooking

■To adjust the time during cooking.
→ The dial can be rotated to increase or decrease 

in steps of 1 minute during heating
      ・ The maximum time set initially is 30 min.
          and include the possible increase in time.

1

Rotate to adjust the time.

・Maximum time is 30 min.

4 Press 

Heating start

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・ If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval of one minute.
   The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

・LCD displays [HIGH TEMP]
・ Be careful when you take the food out as the oven chamber and the square tray will be hot.

Example：Grilled Fish

Place the food into the chamber.
・ Place the grill on the square tray. 
   Place the food on the grill. 
   Place in the oven chamber.

Accessories usege

Remaining time

■Setting unit of cooking time
0 5min 10min 30min
10sec.interval 30sec.interval 1min.interval

2

3

Press           5 times※

■ For further heating, once cooking is 
complete. [EXTENSION]
→ This is done by rotating the dial to set the time 

within 1 minute after the completion of cooking 
and the process has to be monitored.

Notice ..
・ For good result, turn the food during the process and press START again.
・ Since the square tray and fish will be hot, Be careful when removing.

CONVECTION（with preheat） CONVECTION（without preheat）

GRILL FERMENTSTEAM FERMENT
On pressing , it is the cycle change to※
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Adjustment of time and temperature

Cook using steam steam

Set up the water tank and install inside the oven.
・Place the food into the chamber with microwave container and place it in the center.
・Refer page 13 for guideline on water tank preparation.
・Slide water tank until it touches the back.

1

・Steamed：Use only steam for heating.

・Microwave steam　 Use microwave（400W）and steam for heating. Care should be taken regarding the container.
　　　　　　　　　  ※Square tray and aluminium foil will cause sparking and cannot be used.

Rotate knob to adjust the time.

・Maximum time : 25 min.

4 Press 

Heating start

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・Be careful when opening the door as hot steam escape out.
・If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval of one minute.
   The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

・Be careful when you take the food out as the container will be hot. 
   Be careful as hot steam escapes from steam exit outlet.

■Setting unit of cooking time
0 5min 10min 25min
10sec.interval 30sec.interval 1min.interval

Remaining time

Steam steam after steaming…　（Refer page 55 for About Cleaning）

Steamed/Microwave Steam

2

3

Press           ※ Steamed

Microwave steam

Press 1 time

　 On pressing , 
     it is the cycle change to

Steamed Proper temp steam Microwave steam

Superheated steam
（with preheat）

Hybrid
（without preheat）

Hybrid
（with preheat）

Superheated steam
（without preheat）

※

Press 3 times
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Set up the water tank and install inside the oven.
・Refer page 13 for guideline on water tank preparation.
・Slide water tank until it touches the back.

1

Rotate  to set temperature and 
press for decision

・Set temperature：35〜95℃

Rotate knob to adjust the time.
・Maximum time : 25 min.

4

5 Press 

Heating start

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・Be careful when opening the door as hot steam escape out.
・If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5   
   times in an interval of one minute. The beep will stop on  
   press [Cancel] and open the door.

・Be careful when you take the food out as the container will 
   be hot. Be careful as hot steam escapes from steam exit  
   outlet.

■To adjust the time during cooking.
→ The dial can be rotated to increase or 

decrease in steps of 1 minute during heating
・ The maximum time set initially is 25 min. 

and include the possible increase in time.

■To adjust the temperature during
cooking. (only Proper temperature Steam)

→ The dial is pressed during heating, 
and while        is flashing, the dial is 
rotated to increase or decrease by 5℃

■ If the water in the water tank 
become empty while cooking.
→ There will be a beep and the [WATER] 

display will start blinking. Add water 
in the water tank.
[WATER] display will disappear once water 
is added. (Water can be added to the water 
tank, even during cooking operation.)

■ For further heating, once cooking is 
complete. [EXTENSION]
→ This is done by rotating the dial to 

set the time within 1 minute after the 
completion of cooking and the process 
has to be monitored.

Proper temp steam

Refer to cooking book for combination
Accessories usege

Steam steam after steaming…
（Refer page 55 for About Cleaning）

〈Steamed / Proper temp steam〉〈Microwave steam（400W）〉

Accessories 
cannot be used

2
3

Press   ※ Proper temp 
steam

Tips
・ Be careful of steam that escape when  

opening the door to take the food out.
・ If the door is opened during cooking,  some 

steam may escape out. Be careful of the 
steam coming out from steam exit outlet.

・ The water tray will be hot after cooking 
The water tray must be removed only 
after the main body has cooled down.

・ When using "Proper temp steam". ensure 
that the chamber is cooled sufficiently 
before cooking. If the temperature inside 
the oven is high. The cooking may not 
yield good result.If the display show 
[C21] [HIGH TEMP]. press the [CANCEL] 
button. Open the door and wait till the 
temperature drops.

Beware hot steam
when taking the
food out.！

Press 2 times
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Once preheating is completed, the food is placed inside the oven and the timing is adjusted by rotating 
・Maximum time : 60 min
・ When you want to change the cooking temperature to a temperature that is different from the temperature 

used for preheating, press                 after adjusting the time, 

the temperature can be increased or decreased in steps of 10℃ by rotating

Tips
・ Be careful of steam that escape when  opening the door to take the food out.
・ If the door is opened during cooking,  some steam may escape out. Be careful of the steam 
   coming out from steam exit outlet.

・The water tray will be hot after cooking The water tray must be removed only after the main body has cooled down.

Beware hot steam
when taking the
food out.！

Adjustment of time and temperature

Superheated steam/Hybrid　　　　　　　    cooking steamWith Preheat
Without Preheat

Steam steam  after steaming…　（Refer page 55 for About Cleaning）

Press to start preheat.
Display shows the remaining time 1 min. before preheat finish.

The buzzer beeps 5 times and [PREHEAT FINISH] turn on.

4

3

With preheat

1
2

Prepare the water supply and press                    without placing anything in the oven chamber※
・Refer page 13 for guideline on water tank preparation. Insert the water supply 
   cassette till the cassette touches the rear end.

・Set temperature：100〜250℃ , 300℃
   When machine is hot（ Display part will show「 HIGH TEMP」 with blinking light）, 
   since an electric preventive device can not be set over 300℃ .

Rotate knob to adjust the time.

Superheated steam
（with preheat）

Hybrid
（with preheat）               is displayed in the display unit

・ Preheat will last approximately for 20 minutes.
If no action is taken during this duration, 
preheating will stop.

5 Press 
Heating start

　　
The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.

・If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 times in an interval of one minute.
   The beep will stop on press [Cancel] and open the door.

・LCD displays [HIGH TEMP]
・Be careful when you take the food out as the oven chamber and the square tray will be hot.

Remaining time

Press 4 times

Press 6 times
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1

Press 

Heating start

The buzzer will beep 3 times when finish.
・If you forgot to take the food out, the buzzer will beep 5 
times in an interval of one minute. The beep will stop on 
press [Cancel] and open the door.

・LCD displays [HIGH TEMP]
・Be careful when you take the food out as the oven 
chamber and the square tray will be hot. Be careful as hot 
steam escapes from steam exit outlet.

4

Rotate knob to adjust the time.
・Maximum time : 60 min.

Without preheat

Steam steam  after steaming…
（Refer page 55 for About Cleaning）

2

3

Rotate to set temperature and 
press for decision

・Set temperature：100〜250℃ , 300℃
When machine is hot（ Display part will show「 HIGH TEMP」 with blinking 
light）, since an electric preventive device can not be set over 300℃

■Setting unit of cooking time
0 15min 40min 60min
30sec.interval 1min.interval 5min.interval

Steamed Proper temp steam Microwave steam

Superheated steam
（with preheat）

Hybrid
（without preheat）

Hybrid
（with preheat）

Superheated steam
（without preheat）

On pressing , 
it is the cycle change to※

Superheated steam
（without preheat）

Hybrid
（without preheat）

Prepare the water 
supply and press  
after placing the food※

・Refer page 13 for guideline on water tank preparation.
・ Insert the water supply cassette till the cassette touches the rear end.

■To adjust the time during cooking.
→ Rotate the knob to increase or 
decrease time at 1 minute interval 
during cooking.
・ The maximum time set initially is 60 min. 
and include the possible increase in time.

■To adjust the temperature during cooking.
→ The dial is pressed during heating, and 

while  is flashing, the dial is rotated 
to increase or decrease by 10℃

・ During hybrid operation, temperature cannot be 
changed if the remaining time is less than 2 minutes.

■ If the water in the water tank become empty while cooking.
→ There will be a beep and the [WATER] display 

will start blinking. Add water in the water tank.
[WATER] display will disappear once water 
is added. (Water can be added to the water 
tank, even during cooking operation.)

■ For further heating, once cooking is complete. [EXTENSION]
→ This is done by rotating the dial to set the 

time within 1 minute after the completion of 
cooking and the process has to be monitored.

Tips
・ Be careful of steam that escape when opening the door to take  
   the food out.

・ If the door is opened during cooking, some steam may escape 
   out. Be careful of the steam coming out from steam exit outlet.

・During Hybrid convection cooking, if the cooking is complete 
   earlier than the set time, the end result may vary.

Superheated steam…
Steam is further heated with a heater. Cooks using this steam (superheated 
steam) that is above 100℃ . This cooking method removes the oil and fats 
from the surface of the food and provides healthy food.

Hybrid…
Removes oils and fats with superheated steam. Browning is done with a 
high output heater.
※ Due to the high temperature, superheated steam is not visible to the eye.

Preheat is ...
・ To heat the empty oven chamber and keep it warm at 

a particular temperature required to cook the dish.
■Change temperature during preheat.

→It is impossible.
■Relation between the set temperature  
     and preheating temperature.

→Preheating at the same temperature as set
　But if setting temperature at 300℃ upward,
    preheating temperature will be 250 ℃ .

■Preheating timing
→When set to 250℃ , approximately 10 minutes
   When set to 200℃ , approximately 5 minutes
・ The preheat temperature will somewhat 

vary depending on the temperature 
inside the oven, room temperature and 
electrical voltage before preheating.

Superheated Steam is not 
visible to the eye, be careful.

Refer to cooking book for combination
Accessories usege

Press 5 times

Press 7 times
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Boiled Vegetable（Microwave 600W）

○
○
○
○
○
○
○

approx.1min 50sec

approx.2min 10 sec

approx.1min 40sec

approx.3min 30sec

approx.2min 30sec

approx.4min
approx.1min 50sec

100g
100g
100g

1piece（150g）
100g
150g
100g

Spinach
Cabbage
Broccoli
Potato
Taro
Squash
Carrot

WrapCooking TimeQuantityMenu

Reheating（Microwave 600W）

×
×
×
×
○
×
○
×
×

approx.1min

approx.3min

approx.1min 30sec

approx.1min 20sec

approx.2min 10sec

approx.50sec

approx.1min

approx.20sec

approx.30sec

1 cup （150g）
1 cup （340g）
1 cup （150ml）

150g
200g

6 pieces（100g）
1 piece（100g）
2 pieces（70g）
1 piece（110g）

Rice
Rice Dish
Soup

Boiled Vegetable
Curry & Stews
Dumplings 

Chinese meat dumpling
Butter Roll
Toasted bread

WrapCooking TimeQuantityMenu

Reheat Frozen Dish（Microwave 600W）

○
○

○

○

approx.2min 30sec

approx.7min 30sec

approx.2min～
2min 20sec

approx.1min 50sec

1 cup（150g）
300g

5 pieces（100g）

1 piece（100g）

Frozen Rice
Frozen Curry or Stew

Frozen Shaomai

Frozen Chinese Dumpling

WrapCooking TimeQuantityMenu

Steam Food（Steamed） 
※Insert square tray and gridiron in lower rack.　

×
×
×
×

approx.15min
approx.25min
approx.15min
approx.20min

1piece（100g）
1piece（100g）
10pieces（150g）
10pieces（150g）

Chinese Dumpling
Chinese Dumpling(Frozen)

Shaomai(Cold)
Shaomai(Frozen)

WrapCooking TimeQuantityMenu

Steam Heating（Microwave steam 400W）

×
×
×
×
×

×

approx.1min 30sec

approx.1min
approx.1min 30sec

approx.3min 40sec

approx.2min 20sec

approx.3min30sec
～4min

1cup（150g）
1piece（100g）
10pieces（150g）
1cup（150g）
1piece（100g）

10pieces（150g）

Rice (cold)
Chinese steamed buns（cold）
Dumplings（cold）
Rice (Frozen)

Chinese steamed buns（Frozen）

Dumplings（Frozen）

WrapCooking TimeQuantityMenu

Defrost Frozen meat and fish（Microwave 100W）

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

approx.3min
approx.5min
approx.10min
approx.14min
approx.3min
approx.4min
approx.7min
approx.10min

100g
200g
400g
600g
100g
200g
400g
600g

Meat

Sashimi/
Raw Sliced Fish

WrapCooking TimeQuantityMenu

Beverage（Microwave 600W）

×
×
×
×

approx.1min 40sec

approx.1min

approx.1min 20sec

approx.1min 10sec

1cup（200ml）
1cup（160ml）
1cup（200ml）
1cup（150ml）

Milk(Refrigerated)
Sake(Room temperature)

Water(Room temperature)

Coffee(Room temperature)

WrapCooking TimeQuantityMenu

Defrost Frozen Boiled Vegetable（Microwave 600W）

○
○
○
○

approx.2min 10sec

approx.2min 20sec

approx.3min
approx.2min

100g
100g
150g
100g

Green Soybean
Taro
Squash

Mixed Vegetable

WrapCooking TimeQuantityMenu

Manual heating timer referance table
Do not overheat the food.
Overheat of food could result in smoke or fire.
・During cooking should check food  
   condition.

PROHIBIT

Do not set temperature too high
when warm up beverage
Since liquid which is beverage (coffee, milk,
soy milk, water etc) may boil right away and
cause burn injury when being taken out. In
addition, the container will be so hot that it
may break or melt.

・ Before and after reheating beverage, it
should be stirred thoroughly by a spoon.

・ During cooking should check food condition.

PROHIBIT

★ Standard of setting cooking time and power level
● capacity unit：ml=㏄
● Normal temperature：Approximately 20℃ ,  r e f r i g e r a t e d ：Approximately 10℃ ,  f r o z e n ：Approximately-20℃
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　              Need…○／No need……×
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Buzzing sound notification

■Pressing a button→Pip
■If 「Reheat」 is pressed one minute after the door has been opened or closed→Pipipipipi (Cooking will 
not start)
　＊Press 「Reheat」 after opening and closing the door once.
■Finish cooking : beep beep beep
■Preheat complete,Fermentation complete→beep beep beep beep beep
■The food is not taken out after cooking is completed→Pipi Pipi Pipi (every 1 min interval)
■Indication of abnormality→Pipipipipipipi
■Refilling the water ・If cooking is suddenly stopped→Pipipipipipipi
 ・If cooking is not stop→Pipipi (every 1 min interval)

How to cancel the buzzing sound. To restore the buzzer sound.

1
2

When [0] is displayed, Press and hold until you

hear the Pip Pip (approx 3 sec.).
Continue and press   

The symbol is displayed.

1
2

When [0] is displayed, Press and hold until you

hear the Pip Pip (approx 3 sec.).

Continue and press   

■Repeat the steps of "How to cancel the buzzing sound".■To cancel all the buzzer sounds

■To stop the buzzer sound when forgot to take out the food

Beep sound notification for following operations and conditions.
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Square Tray・Gridiron

Use soft sponge and sufficient water for cleaning. 
Use a pail or tub to rinse any dirt.
・For tough food particles, use steam to clean.
(Refer page 54 for How to clean with steam system).
・The grills can rust if moisture collects on
   the grills. 
   Clean the moisture on the grills thoroughly.

Tips
・Do not wash the plates immediately after using. Plate may brake or 
deform. If plate comes on contact with water while hot, steam may 
result or hot water splash causing risk of scalding.
・Do not scrub or remove the dirt with steel wool or pointed sharp 
objects. Scratches, breakage or deformation can occur.

Bottom of the chamber
Wipe off any dirt or food particle with a soft damp cloth.
If microwave is used,the food particle may burn.In case of tough dirt 
particles, use a steam cleaning (Refer page 54 for steam cleaning 
system) and wipe off the dirt with a damp cloth.
A hydrophilic clean coat has been applied enabling the steam that is 
generated during the cleaning operation to enter below the dirt on 
the flat tray in the lower shelf of the oven chamber and remove the 
dirt easily.

Tips
・The outer silicone packing and inner coating in the oven is prone to scratches. Therefore do not scrub.
・Do not use steel wool,harsh abrasive cleaners or sharp scrapers to clean the oven bottom. It may cause
   scratch and the glass may break.

Door and Carbinet
Wipe with damp cloth.
・Wipe tough stains with mild soap and water and 
wipe clean with damp cloth.

Tips
・Do not use excess water.
   It may cause the oven to rust and result in damage.

Chamber・Door(inside)
Wipe with damp cloth.
・Tough stains may be cleaned by soaking the area for 
30 min. with mild soap and then cleaning it.
After steam heating ,wipe any condensed moisture 
with a dry cloth after the oven cools down.
Tips
・Do not clean with any sharp-pointed implements 
such as scrub brush or fork, because they can cause 
scratches and cracks.

Wipe with damp cloth.
After steam cooking, white traces (dissolved 
matter in water) may remain near the steam 
outlet port. Wipe carefully with a firmly squeezed 
damp cloth.

Steam outlet port

Water Tank・Draining Tray

Use soft sponge and water 
to clean. 
Wipe any moisture and use 
mild soap and water to
clean any dirt.

Tips
・To dry the parts , do not use a dish washer 
or dish drying machine,the water tank may 
be deformed.
  Avoid direct the sunlight the water tank 
may become discolored or damage.

If water droplets or food residue clogs the door 
packing, wipe with a squeezed soft cloth etc.

Tips
・Since steam can easily leak, do not scrub hard 
and never pull the packing.
   (The packing cannot be removed)

Door packing
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How to clean The frequency point to care and quick cleaning

PROHIBIT ON
WET HAND

Unplug before maintenance.
Otherwise, it may cause electricshock, injuries
or burns.UNPLUG

Do not unplug with wet hand.
It may cause electric shock.

To clean the body, unplug after body cools off.
Otherwise, It may cause electricshock or burns.

UNPLUG AFTER 
COOLS OFF

To clean steam system, keep the door 
closed.
Steam can be released, during water draining 
as steam cooking.It may cause burns.

PROHIBIT

Do not use the appliance, if it is dirty 
due to food or soup spillage . 
Wipe away any moisture thoroughly.
It may cause corrosion, smoke, or fire. 
Make sure to wipe off the dirt or water 
after the main body has cooled down.

Routine maintenance



Square Tray・Gridiron

Use soft sponge and sufficient water for cleaning. 
Use a pail or tub to rinse any dirt.
・For tough food particles, use steam to clean.
(Refer page 54 for How to clean with steam system).
・The grills can rust if moisture collects on
   the grills. 
   Clean the moisture on the grills thoroughly.

Tips
・Do not wash the plates immediately after using. Plate may brake or 
deform. If plate comes on contact with water while hot, steam may 
result or hot water splash causing risk of scalding.
・Do not scrub or remove the dirt with steel wool or pointed sharp 
objects. Scratches, breakage or deformation can occur.

Bottom of the chamber
Wipe off any dirt or food particle with a soft damp cloth.
If microwave is used,the food particle may burn.In case of tough dirt 
particles, use a steam cleaning (Refer page 54 for steam cleaning 
system) and wipe off the dirt with a damp cloth.
A hydrophilic clean coat has been applied enabling the steam that is 
generated during the cleaning operation to enter below the dirt on 
the flat tray in the lower shelf of the oven chamber and remove the 
dirt easily.

Tips
・The outer silicone packing and inner coating in the oven is prone to scratches. Therefore do not scrub.
・Do not use steel wool,harsh abrasive cleaners or sharp scrapers to clean the oven bottom. It may cause
   scratch and the glass may break.

Door and Carbinet
Wipe with damp cloth.
・Wipe tough stains with mild soap and water and 
wipe clean with damp cloth.

Tips
・Do not use excess water.
   It may cause the oven to rust and result in damage.

Chamber・Door(inside)
Wipe with damp cloth.
・Tough stains may be cleaned by soaking the area for 
30 min. with mild soap and then cleaning it.
After steam heating ,wipe any condensed moisture 
with a dry cloth after the oven cools down.
Tips
・Do not clean with any sharp-pointed implements 
such as scrub brush or fork, because they can cause 
scratches and cracks.

Wipe with damp cloth.
After steam cooking, white traces (dissolved 
matter in water) may remain near the steam 
outlet port. Wipe carefully with a firmly squeezed 
damp cloth.

Steam outlet port

Water Tank・Draining Tray

Use soft sponge and water 
to clean. 
Wipe any moisture and use 
mild soap and water to
clean any dirt.

Tips
・To dry the parts , do not use a dish washer 
or dish drying machine,the water tank may 
be deformed.
  Avoid direct the sunlight the water tank 
may become discolored or damage.

If water droplets or food residue clogs the door 
packing, wipe with a squeezed soft cloth etc.

Tips
・Since steam can easily leak, do not scrub hard 
and never pull the packing.
   (The packing cannot be removed)

Door packing
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■If the odor in the oven persists even after cleaning.
Warming the empty oven • Deodorize (Refer page 22).The odor intensity will reduce.

■If oven is not to be used for long time.
Drain the water from the pipes and remove the electrical plug from the electrical sockets. Clean all the parts 
and store such that moisture and dust will not get collected. (See page 55)

Tips
Do not use any household furniture cleaners (alkaline or mild alkaline, acidic or less acidic in
nature), oven cleaner, cleansers, benzene, thinner, bleach, hot water or inflammable 
gas(such as LPG etc) into spray cleaner, scouring pads, stiff brush, sponge, abrasive 
nylon brush, steel wool etc., for cleaning the oven. It may cause damage, discoloration, 
deformation, smoke, fire and dust. In addition, it will be difficult to remove the dirt.

Sponge Brush

Abrasive Nylon Sponge

Do not use the abrasive side.

Use the soft sponge side for cleaning.

Use non abrasive sponges for cleaning.
Do not use for cleaning.
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Rotate knob to 47 Quick Cleaning

3 Press 

Cleaning Start

The buzzer beep 3 times when complete.
・ Unplug and wait for the oven to cool down and then clean square tray gridiron and oven.
・ After steaming process.discard the water in the water tank and draining tray completely and wash   
   them with water.

・Wipe the moisture inside the oven chamber with a dry cloth after the oven cools down.

Steam is used to remove the dirt from the oven chamber enabling easy cleaning.
In addition, when you want to remove dirt from grills or square trays these can be placed in the 
oven chamber. The dirt can be removed easily. Cleaning time is 3 minutes.

1

Notice
・After the steaming operation, the oven, square tray and gridiron will be hot. Be careful.

How to clean with steam system

On spotting dirt and grime

How to clean（continued）

2

Set the water cassette into the main body.
＊When you want to remove dirt from grills or square trays these can be placed in the 
oven chamber.

・ For water supply preparation see page 13.
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When using steam

Remove the water tank from 
the oven.

Wipe any moisture inside the
oven with a dry cloth after oven
cools down completely

・Wipe any moisture that may present in the 
square tray completely.

・Wipe any water droplets 
   on top of the cabinet.

Remove the water tank from 
the oven.

・Discard the water completely and rinse with water.
・Refer to page 53 for Routine maintenance.

Remove the draining tray and
discard the collected water.

I n s e r t t h e w a t e r t a n k a n d 
draining tray back to the oven

Drain the water from the pipe once cooking is 
complete.
Cleaning time is 2 minutes.

After cooking finish, wait for the oven to cool down and 
wipe off any moisture with a dry cloth.If steam cooking 
is repeated with the condensed moisture inside the 
oven, the draining tray may start overflowing.

1 1

Press 

Operation begin

After about 2 min, the buzzer beeps 3 times and the
water draining operation is complete.

・After finish , open the door and dry the oven
   completely 3

4
Notice

・ During the operation do not press any key
   or perform any other operation.

・ During the operation, keep the oven door closed.   
   The water that get drained is converted to steam   
   that escapes from the steam outlet, Be careful.

How to draining water from the pipe About Cleaning

Rotate knob to

48 Water removal

3
2

2
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Frequently ask questions
  Question      Answers Refer

Page

Should the oven be 
placed from the wall and 
furniture at a distance?

Yes. The furniture and the wall may overheat and cause
damage and fire.

・Minimum clearance of 20cm has to be maintained at the top. 
Clearance need not be maintained on the left, right, back and lower side.
※  However, the oven can be used with a minimum clearance of 10cm 

at the top if a minimum separation distance of 4.5cm is maintained 
on either left or right. Place the oven such that clearances are 
maintained above those mentioned if thermally sensitive walls, 
appliances, furniture or electrical sockets are present.

・Ensure there is sufficient space in the front to 
open the door fully and take the food out.

Page 6

Should the appliance be
earthed? Yes, Earth the appliance correctly. Page 6

Is it necessary to operate 
the oven empty and 
deodorize?

Yes, It is necessary.
When using the oven for the first time, operate 
the oven empty and deodorize to burn away any 
oil or grease. There may be smoke or smell.But it 
does not denote malfunction.

Page 22

How can dirt or grease be
removed?

Refer to [HOW TO CLEAN] instruction for clean up
operation.

Page 52

Page 55

What kind of container 
may be used?

Refer to [USABLE AND UNUSABLE CONTAINER] 
guide.

Page 16

Page 17

What is the method to 
d r a i n  t h e  a n y  e x c e s s 
water?

Refer to [How to draining water from pipe] 
instruction guide.

Page 55

What is the method to 
shift the product?

The handle and the rear lower end of the oven 
has to be held properly and shifted with the arms 
around the appliance.

Page 12

Q. A.

〜

〜
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If food is not as desired（Microwave heating and Steam heating）

item Condition How to

Re
he

at
 ri

ce
 an

d 
di

sh
s

Food gets cooked very quickly. 
Does not reheat even after
pressing the start button.

●  The sensor may not work correctly when the temperature of 
the oven chamber (especially the bottom surface) is high. Heat 
after cooling the oven keeping the door open.

Food does is not reheat.
●  Is the food shielded with metal container or aluminium foil?
●  Are you using oven accesorries like square tray? Do not use  
     square tray when heating.

When food is heated using
[REHEAT] button, the food 
gets overheated.

●  A r e  y o u  u s i n g  c e r a m i c  o r  g l a s s  l i d ?  D o  n o t 
use lid or cover.      
→Infrared sensor may not work properly

●  Is the food placed properly? Place the food in the center of the
     oven chamber.
●  Is the quantity to small? Heat more than 100g at one time.
●  For the infrared sensor to detect the temperature of the food ,
     use a container which is shorter and that has wide mouth.

Rice become very dry. ●  Sprinkle water on the food before cooking to moisten it.
●  Use [MICROWAVE STEAM] to heat for moist results.

Water splashes when
boiling food or fish.

●  Remove excess water and place the food in a deep container.
●  Heat with 「2 DISH」 mode monitoring the progress.

Curry and stews is not 
reheat. ●  Heat thick foods with 「2 DISH」 mode monitoring the progress.

Frozen rice is not reheat.
●  The sensor may not work correctly when the surface starts 

melting or when covered with a new wrap. Use the one that 
has been just taken out from the freezer.

Frozen food is not reheat.

●  The sensor may not work correctly if the surface starts melting 
or covered with a new wrap. Use the one that has been just 
taken out from the freezer. In addition, cover the food making 
sure that the wrap touch the food.

Dried food ●  Use [MICROWAVE STEAM] to heat for moist results.

Fried food such as Tempura
becomes sloppy. ●  Use[12 Crispy reheat] for crispy result.

2 dishes cannot be heated 
properly.

●  Is the food kept at the edge?
●  Is excess quantity heated? The food will not be heated properly 

if the quantity of food is more compared to the quantity of rice.
●  In some cases the food may not get heated properly 

depending on the combination of the food type and quantity. 
→ In case of commercial frozen food, heat the food manually 

with "MICROWAVE" monitoring the process.
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If food is not as desired（Microwave heating and Steam heating）（continued）

Item Condition How to
De

fro
st

Food does  not  def rost 
properly.

●  The food has to be defrosted by placing the food on a shallow 
tray or kitchen paper.      
→ If a deep vessel is used, the edge of food prevents the

        temperature to be measured accurately and defrost cannot
        happen properly.
●  For the best results, the food must be about 3cm. thick.The
     thickness should be uniform and thin portions such as fish tail
     should be covered with aluminium foil.
●  To defrost more than two pieces at the same time,ensure that
     the pieces are of the same size and thickness.
●  Depending on the size,the last result may vary.

Insufficient Defrost

●   Select portion of the food may reheat faster resulting in
insufficient defrost due to the movement of infrared ray sensor.
     → Thin portion of food will reheat faster. So arrange the food
          such that they are of uniform thickness.
     →For portions that has not been defrosted properly, use
          [MICROWAVE 100W] and monitor the process during
          defrosting.
     → If a new wrap overlaps or melts, the infrared sensor may     
          not work properly.Defrost the food once it is taken out of  
          the refrigerator.

Be
re

va
ge

 re
he

at

The operation time is to short. 
The beverage temperature is
still low.

●  The sensor may not work correctly when the temperature of 
the oven chamber (especially the bottom surface) is high. Heat 
after cooling the oven keeping the door open.

Milk become overheat after
heating.

●  Is the [Beverage] key set to [4 Beverage (milk)]? If the [REHEAT] key 
      is pressed, [1 COOKED RICE] is set and gets heated.
●  Did you fill the right quantity? Fill 80% of the container with
     milk. If the quantity to be heated is too small,the liquid will   
     start boiling.
●  Refer page 29 for guidelines on container.

Alcohol beverage become
overheat after heating.

●  Did you select 「5 Beverage（Sake）」？  
 If the [REHEAT] key is pressed, [1 COOKED RICE] is set and gets   

     heated.
●  Did you fill the right quantity? Fill 80% of the container with
     milk. If the quantity to be heated is too small, the liquid will   
     start boiling.

The top and the bottom
of the liquid are different
temperature.

●  Mix after heating.
●  When using the sake bottle (ceramic), cover the neck of the bottle  
     with an aluminium foil so that the vertical difference is reduced.
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Item Condition How to

Bo
ile

d 
fo

od

Food does not get fully 
cooked

●  Have you covered the ceramic, glass or plastic ware with lid?
    Remove the lid and then heat. Place leafly vegetable on a flat   
    plate and wrap them alone without the container. Wrap root 
    vegetable with the container.
●  If the quantity is less than 100 g., use [MICROWAVE 600W] and
     heat.

Vegetable are dried. ●  Wash the vegetable and sprinkle some water and then cook.

Food is boiled unevenly.

●  Arrange vegetable such as squash, potato etc. based on their
     size. For uniform cooking, ensure that the size is uniform.
●  Remove from the oven after and keep aside for 5 minutes.
●  To cook more than 1 pieces at the same time, arrange the
     vegetable according to the size for uniform cooking.

St
ea

m
 re

he
at

Takes long time for cook.

●  Since heating is done by generating steam, takes more time  
     than heating using only the microwave. 
     If faster cooking is desired, rather than moist finish, 
     use 「1 COOKED RICE」

De
sir

ed
 te

m
p

If cooking completes faster,
then temperature of the 
food is low.

●  The sensor may not work correctly when the temperature of 
the oven chamber (especially the bottom surface) is high.
Open the door and wait for cool down completely and then heat.

St
ea

m
ed

 fo
od

Food is not steam properly.

●  Are you using right quantity? ？ The food may not turn out well if 
the quantity mentioned in the separate cuisine booklet is changed.

●  Is the water tank empty? If the water is less, the steam may 
not be formed and cooking will not yield best result.

●  Ensure that the water tank is fitted inside properly.

Ov
er

al
l s

te
am In general ,

steam cooking does not
happen properly.

●   Is the water tank empty? If the water is less, the steam may 
not be formed and cooking will not yield best result.

●  Ensure that the water tank is fitted inside properly.

Co
nv

ec
tio

n 
he

at
in

g

The result will be bad Uneven 
browning

●  The gril l ing result may vary depending on the room 
temperature, form, quantity, size, initial temperature and 
power supply voltage etc. Heat while monitoring the progress.

●  There will be uneven browning if the size of the dough is not 
uniform. Prepare the dough with uniform size.

●  If you are concerned about the uneven browning, keep changing the front 
and back of the food or the upper and lower shelves of the square tray during 
heating. Also, the result will be good if partially covered with aluminium foil.

●  The result may not be good with the temperature given in the recipe 
depending on the condition of the mould. In such cases, set the temperature 
higher or lower by 10 〜20℃ than the temperature given in the recipe.

If food is not as desired（Microwave heating , Steam heating and Convection heating）（continued）
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If food is not as desired（Superheated steam,Convection）（continued）

Item Condition How to
De

ss
er

t

Sp
on

ge
 ca

ke

The cake is not light
and fluffy.

●   Are the egg beaten well? Beat them until smooth and   
     uniform.
●   Are the eggs frequently stirred after they are mixed with flour?

The ingredient are 
not beaten well.

●  If the container contains moisture or oil, the mixture cannot 
     be beaten well.
●  Use container that does not contain oil or moisture.

The flour is still lumpy.
●   Did you sieve the flour?
     Sieving removes the coarse particles and aerates the flour.
●  Did you blend the flour uniformly?

The cake sinks in the middle ●  Did you beaten the egg for too long?

The crust is too dark. ●  If the ingredient and size differs from in the cook book, the crust 
color may change.Monitor the process and check the color.

Ch
iff

on
 ca

ke The cake is not light and fluffy.
●  Beat the white egg well,so that the mixture is thick and not 

free flowing even when the bowl is turned.It is easy to beat 
white egg if it is chilled.

The center of  the 
cake has cavity.

●  When the dough is poured into the mold, it get aerared.Ensure that 
the dough is poured from a considerable height and immediately

●  Was an aluminium mould used?

Pr
ofi

ter
ole

The puff is not fluffy. ●  Was the quantity correctly measured?
●  When baking ,Was the microwave set at the right temperature?

C
oo

ki
e

The color is irregular. ●  Is the size and thickness of the mould the same?

Br
ea

d

Bu
tte

r r
ol

l It is hard and not rise
properly.

●  Was the dough fermented enough? Insufficient fermentation may 
cause the temperature of the dough to be low and may not rise well.

●  Did you manipulate the bread during baking? Tempering 
with the bread during baking will make it hard.

●  See page 134 (tips for baking bread) of the separate cuisine  
     booklet.

The color is not uniform. ●  Were the bread pirces arranged properlu according to their size? 
Ensure that the pieces are arranged properly and the same size.

Fr
en

ch
br

ea
d

Not best result. ●  See page 157 (tips for baking French bread) of the separate  
     cuisine booklet.

G
ril

l

Gr
at

in

The color is irregular. ●  The color of the food may vary depending on the quality of 
cheese. Monitor the process while cooking.
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If the following display occurs
Display Cause How to

「D
OO

R

」ap
pe

ar
s「

扉
開
閉
」表
示

「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

「
給
水
」表
示

「
Ｈ
」表
示

「
デ
モ
」表
示

「
冷
却
中
」表
示

「
Ｃ
21
」と「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

Code display

●   Will be displayed if [REHEAT] is 
pressed after more than 1 minute 
once the door has been closed.

●   Open and close the door again. 
     Press the key within 1 min. of door   
     closing.

「CO
OL

ING

」ap
pe

ars

「
扉
開
閉
」表
示

「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

「
給
水
」表
示

「
Ｈ
」表
示

「
デ
モ
」表
示

「
冷
却
中
」表
示

「
Ｃ
21
」と「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

Code display

●   Is displayed when the oven chamber is cooled 
with the fan in case of repeated use of microwave 
heating or after the completion of cooking using 
heat from the heater such as oven etc.

●     Possible to continue cooking while display occurs.
However, there are some automatic 
menus that cannot be used.

「W
AT

ER

」ap
pe

ar
s

「
扉
開
閉
」表
示

「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

「
給
水
」表
示

「
Ｈ
」表
示

「
デ
モ
」表
示

「
冷
却
中
」表
示

「
Ｃ
21
」と「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

Code display

●   Displayed when there is no water in 
the water tank.

●   If the cooking stops abruptly, add  
      water to the water tank.Fit it inside  
      the oven and press [Start].
●   If cooking does not stop, add water to 

the water tank and insert into the oven. 
After some time the water tank display will 
disappear and the cooking will continue.

「H
IG

H 
TE

M
P

」ap
pe

ar
s

「
扉
開
閉
」表
示

「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

「
給
水
」表
示

「
Ｈ
」表
示

「
デ
モ
」表
示

「
冷
却
中
」表
示

「
Ｃ
21
」と「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

Code display

●   Is displayed when the oven becomes  
      too hot due to heating by the 
      heater.

●   Open the door and wait the oven cool
      down.

Af ter 15~20 mins., the display will
disappear.It is possible to press the
[Cancel] button and choose different
menu while the display is on.

「C2
1

」「H
IG

H 
TE

M
P

」ap
pe

ar
s

「
扉
開
閉
」表
示

「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

「
給
水
」表
示

「
Ｈ
」表
示

「
デ
モ
」表
示

「
冷
却
中
」表
示

「
Ｃ
21
」と「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

Code display

●   When the oven gets very hot due to 
heating from the heater and if [Ferment] 
[Proper Temp Steam] [Defrost] setting is 
started, The display occurs.

●   Press [Cancel] button and open the door. 
Please wait until the temperature cool down.

●   When the oven gets very hot due 
to heating from the heater, and If 
[Reheat][Desired Temp] and part of the 
menu is started, The display occurs.

●   Press [Cancel] button and open the door. 
Please wait until the temperature cool down.

「Microwave」 can be used by manual.
However we can not use「 Desired Temp.」

「D
EM

O

」ap
pe

ar
s

「
扉
開
閉
」表
示

「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

「
給
水
」表
示

「
Ｈ
」表
示

「
デ
モ
」表
示

「
冷
却
中
」表
示

「
Ｃ
21
」と「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

Code display

●   If the demo mode has been set, such 
word will appear when the door is opened.

    Heating does not occur when demo    
    mode has been set.
    The demo mode is the mode for    
    demonstrate at the store.

●   Press [CANCEL] key till you hear the 
beep beep buzzer sound (approximately 
3 seconds) and then press [CANCEL].

    Once again press [CANCEL] key till you       
    hear the beep beep buzzer sound  
    (approximately 3 seconds) and then press 
    [CANCEL].

When H○○ is  displayed
Display Cause How to

「H

」ap
pe

ar
s

「
扉
開
閉
」表
示

「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

「
給
水
」表
示

「
Ｈ
」表
示

「
デ
モ
」表
示

「
冷
却
中
」表
示

「
Ｃ
21
」と「
高
温
注
意
」表
示

Code display ●   Occurs during product failure of  
     breakdown.

●   Disconnect the plug and contact your
      dealer or qualified Toshiba Service.
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Troubleshooting
The following situations does not signify product malfunction

Effect Reason（Measure）
There is no display after the electric plug 
is connected to the power supply.

・If the plug is connected to the power supply with the door closed, the 
power supply will be cut off. Open the door once to ON the power supply.

Ticking sound during cooking ・This is the switching sound of the switch inside the oven. This is not a malfunction.

Continuous noise during heater 
operation

・Occurs due to heat contraction against oven walls. Does not denote 
malfunction

Continuous noise (ji....) during 
microwave cooking.

・Noise is due to microwavecooking operation. Does not denote 
malfunction

On and off fan sound during and post
cooking cooling.
This sound increases during cooking.

・Sound due to fan operation that takes place during oven Does not denote malfunction.
・ After cooking, the oven fan operates to cool the oven.
When the fan works,the display [COOLING]

No display occurs when key is pressed. ・If the door is opened for more mode than 5 min, the energy saving may 
be in operation. (Open the door, place the food inside and start.)

If the door is opened, the control panel
displays 「0」

・When the door is opened, the power supply is connected.
・「0」is displayed when power is supplied.

Pipi Pipi Pipi Buzzer sound occurs one 
minute after cooking is over.

・A function has been provided to sound the buzzer if the food is not removed 
from the oven after the completion of cooking. This is not a malfunction.

Steam does not come out.

・Check if the water tank is fitted properly and add water to it.
・When the oven gets heated, the steam may not be visible.
・ During steam fermentation, sufficient steam will not be generated if the room 

temperature is close to the setting temperature. Spray monitoring the status.

There is insufficient water in the water tank ・The quantity of water that is used up from the water tank varies depending on the menu.

Hissing sound during steam cooking. ・Noise occurs when water gets converted to steam upon heating by steam 
heater. The noise may be loud when used initially.

Oven door becomes foggy
・During or after cooking, the glass door turns foggy or cloudy. It does not denote 
malfunction. The effect subsides after 2 hours.When the oven is Warming the 
empty oven · deodorize, the effect subsides in 30 min. (Refer to page 22).

Water droplets may condense inside the oven chamber 
or on the inner surface of the door after heating. Water 
droplets will fall. Water collects in the oven chamber.

・This is because of the improved sealing provided for the oven chamber 
to improve the cooking performance. There is adhesion of steam released 
from the food depending on steam cooking or the menu. Wipe the water 
droplets with a dry cloth after the oven cools.

 The light of the oven chamber does not 
switch ON if the door is open.

・In this specifications the light of the oven chamber does not switch ON.
・ Is switched ON only when cooking or preheating is in progress.

Steam leaks from the gap between the 
door and the oven.

・Depending on the quantity of steam and the room temperature, some steam 
may leak but this does not have any impact on the cooking process. There will 
be no leakage of electromagnetic waves during microwave cooking.

There is smoke and smell.

・When the oven is used for the first time, an unpleasant smell may be 
released due to the burning of the rust prevention oil.

・Did you warming the empty oven · deodorize?
・ Is the oven or the door dirty?

During oven cooking, the LCD display is 
not visible.

・The LCD display turns dark at high temperature and may not be visible. 
This is due to the property of LCD and does not signify malfunction. When 
the oven temperature decreases, the LCD display is visible.

White powder and water are released 
from the steam outlet port.

・The white powder is harmless minerals such as magnesium and calcium  
   contained in tap water.
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Check the following before calling for service center.

Effect Reason（Measure）

Spark occurs during cooking.

・Did you use the square tray? Do not use square tray inside microwave.
・Did you use metal container or grill for microwave recipes?
・Metal skewers, containers or metal objects etc may cause spark.
・Is the oven dirty? Radio waves tend to converge on the dirt and cause spark.

The temperature in the oven is not the 
same as set temperature.

・ Temperature is measured at the centre of the oven chamber using a 
thermoelectric thermometer in the empty state.(JIS measurement method is 
used) The temperature may not match if measured with commercially available 
thermometers with the food or accessories placed inside the oven. For cooking, 
consider the temperature given in the separate cuisine booklet as the standard.

In some cases, we cannot set the value 
over 260℃

・To protect the electrical components when the oven chamber is hot. 
Temperatures cannot be set above 260℃ for oven. Temperatures cannot 
be set above 300℃ for superheated steam and hybrid.

There may be insufficient heating of 
the food with microwave heating.

・ The output may be reduced when the quantity of food is insufficient to 
protect the appliance. This is not a malfunction.

Effect Reason（Measure）

Microwave does not work.

・Is the power supply ON?
・Is the power plug disconnected?
・Check if the circuit breaker or fuse power is off.
・ Did you open or close the door during cooking and forgot to press [START] Button?
・Did you perform any key operation while the power supply is off?

（If the door is opened, power will be supplied and 「0」 is displayed）

Oven does not heat up on pressing
[REHEAT] button.

・ Is the [DOOR] display ON? If the start key is pressed 1 min after the oven 
closes, heating will not take place.
(Open and close the door again and press the key.)

Oven does not heat up on pressing 
[REHEAT] button. ・ Is the [HIGH TEMP] display ON?

(If the oven temperature is pressing the high, heating may not start in start 
key certain menu operation. Open the door, allow the oven to cool, wait 
for [HIGH TEMP] disappear and press the key.)

・ Check if demo mode is ON? Refer page 61 for [demo] display instructions.

If [START] is pressed after selecting  
[BEVERAGE] [BOILED VEGETABLE] 
[DEFROST] [STEAM REHEAT], heating 
does not begin.

Buzzer does not work ・Check if the buzzer function is set to cancel mode?
Refer Buzzer sound settings in (page 51)to change the buzzer settings.

Cooking does yield desirable results.

・Did you follow the instructions properly? (Check instruction guidelines 
for the usage of lid, wrap and oven accessories)

・Did you start cooking when the oven was hot?(Wait for the oven to cool.)
・Did you use the appropriate food quantity?
・Is the top part or bottom part of the oven dirty?
・Did you select the right menu before cooking?
・IF FOOD IS NOT AS DESIRED, refer (page 57~60) for guidelines.

[Start] button does not operate 
sometimes.
Touch menu key and manual cooking key 
are not functioning.

・Close the oven door, wait for sometime and then start. (Sometimes the oven 
does not start immediately after door close to prevent any malfunction.)

・Will not function if you touch using nails. Touch the key with fingers.
・Is there a band aid etc on the finger?
   Operate directly so that the finger comes in contact with the key.

Circuit breaker has tripped

・ Are the electrical appliances used exceeding the household electric 
capacity (Contracted capacity A with the power company)?

  Switch OFF the power supply of other electrical appliances that are not   
  required. Switch on the circuit breaker and reuse the oven.
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Specification
Power supply AC220V　50Hz
Power consumption Microwave 1430W , Heater 1440W
Microwave output 900W※1・600W・500W・200W・100W Equivalent
Microwave frequency 2450MHz
Heater power output Convection 1400W・Grill 1100W・Steam 1200W

Temperature adjustment Ferment （30,35,40,45℃）, Steam （30,35,40,45℃）,
100〜300・350℃※2, Proper temp steam（35〜95℃ ※3）

Body dimension 500（W）×460（D）×412（H）㎜
Cavity dimension 386（W）×300（D）×241（H）㎜
Body weight 22kg

Power cord length 1.4ｍ

Cavity volume 31L

Cooking Timer Limitation

Microwave 900W：10 minute
Steamed・Proper temp steam・Steam microwave：25 minute
Microwave 600W・Microwave 500W・Grill：30 minute
Microwave 200W・Microwave 100W・Convection・Ferment・Steam ferment：
90 minute
Superheated steam・Hybrid：60 minute

※ 1 Rated microwave output 900W is a short duration high power function (approximately 10 minutes) 
         and rated continuous microwave output is 600W. The microwave power automatically changes to 600W   
         from 900W. 
※ 2  If the oven temperature is set to above 260℃ , switches to 250℃ 30 minutes after cooking has started 

(including preheating). The operating time at 350℃ is approximately 5 minutes Temperature of 300℃ can 
be set with superheated steam and hybrid. The preheating temperature will be 250℃ when the setting 
temperature is above 260℃ . Temperature is measured at the centre of the oven chamber using a 
thermoelectric thermometer in the empty state. (JIS measurement method is used) The temperature may 
not match if the temperature is measured with the food or accessories placed inside the oven. (For cooking, 
consider the temperature given in the separate cuisine booklet as the standard.)

※ 3  The temperature of black aluminium(Dummy load) on centre of the square plate that has been inserted in 
the lower rack of the oven is measured.

●  Since the actual power consumed depends on the frequency of usage, duration, quantity and the  
     surrounding temperature, monitor the process carefully.
●  The cavity volume is based on JIS (Japan Industrial Standard) specifications.

Safety
Inspection

Essential check for microwave that has been used long term!

Have you
experienced
these 
situations?

● The power cord or plug is abnormally hot.
● Food does not heat up even after 
     cooking starts on pressing the key.
● Oven does not switch off automatically.
● Strange noise or smell occurs during use.
● Oven wall or cover is dirty and spark 
     or smoke occurs.
● Other abnormalities or failure occurs.

Stop 
using
the
oven

To prevent damage due to 
f a i l u r e ,  d i s c o n n e c t t h e 
power cord from the power 
supply and contact your 
dealer for repair or service. 
(Do not allow anyone other 
than a qualified technician 
to disassemble the unit.)
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